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Executive Summary
1.
In May 2018, there were allegations in the media about threaded steel
bars being cut during the steel fixing works and workmanship in the connection
of threaded steel bars and couplers at the East West Line (“EWL”) slab
connection with the diaphragm walls (“D-walls”) at the Hung Hom Station
(“HUH”) Extension works under Contract No. 1112. The overall layout plan of
the HUH Extension is shown in Appendix A1.
2.
In addition, there have been concerns that Leighton Contractors (Asia)
Limited (“Leighton”), the main contractor, has adopted revised slab to D-wall
connection details which were different from the design drawings accepted by
the Building Authority (“BA”). In light of these allegations, the MTR Corporation
Limited (“MTRCL”) prepared and submitted a Holistic Proposal to the Railway
Development Office (“RDO”) in December 2018 to verify the as-constructed
conditions and workmanship quality of the HUH Extension and to provide
assurance on the structural integrity of the works. The Holistic Proposal
consists of three stages.

Stage 1 - Desktop Exercise
3.
Stage 1 involves the collation of construction records and the verification
of the as-constructed details of EWL slab and D-wall connections. Where there
are gaps identified in the objective evidence or review process indicating
uncertainties in the as-constructed details, site examinations and tests would be
conducted to verify the as-constructed conditions.
4.
In December 2018, after reviewing all the information and construction
records available in comparison with the amendment drawings (as-constructed)
prepared by Leighton, a total of 24 locations of EWL slab to D-wall connections
were required to be opened up for further verification of the available records or
evidence to demonstrate the accuracy of the as-constructed conditions shown in
the contractor’s amendment drawings (as-constructed).
Stage 2 – Physical Investigation
5.

Stage 2 comprises four parts as described below.
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Stage 2a
6.
Stage 2a involves the opening-up works (i.e. Purpose (i)) to verify the asconstructed conditions of EWL slab and D-wall connections against the relevant
The physical works
contractor’s amendment drawings (as-constructed).
commenced in December 2018 and were completed in April 2019.
Through
the verification process, eight out of 24 D-wall panel locations were found to be
inconsistent with the contractor’s amendment drawings (as-constructed). The
results revealed that there were some inaccuracies in the drawings which
suggest deficiencies in the drawing amendment process during construction.
Some site changes were not properly recorded and/or updated in the
contractor’s amendment drawings (as-constructed). These Stage 2a findings
will be incorporated in the amendment drawings for onward submission to the
Government.
7.
The engagement of the couplers exposed in the Stage 2a opening-up
works has been checked by physical inspection and/or the Phased Array
Ultrasonic Test (“PAUT”), which is a Non-Destructive Test (“NDT”).
Stage 2b
8.
Stage 2b involves the opening-up (i.e. Purpose (ii)) of randomly selected
steel bar/coupler connections at the EWL and North South Line (“NSL”) slabs
for further physical inspection and/or examination using PAUT, and assessment
of the possible defective rate of coupler connections based on statistical
principles. In line with the statistical sampling requirements, not less than 84
randomly selected steel bar/coupler connections each for the EWL and NSL
slabs had to be examined to assess the defective rates with a 95% confidence
level. The Holistic Proposal proposed using binomial statistics to analyse the
overall impact of the observed coupler connections. Binomial statistics allow
results to be either a “fail” or a “pass” against the agreed criteria. As set out in
Section 6.4 of the Holistic Proposal, samples which do not meet the agreed
criteria are treated as failures and described as defective (see Clause 6.4.21 of
the Holistic Proposal). The question of whether the works should be regarded
as defective under the contract will be determined in accordance with the terms
of such contract.
9.
For this purpose, 28 locations with a minimum of 84 samples at each of
the EWL and NSL slabs were randomly selected. The opening-up works
commenced in December 2018 and all the PAUT were completed in April 2019.
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10.
A total of 102 and 99 samples at EWL and NSL slabs respectively have
eventually been examined. Among these, 90 and 93 samples at the EWL and
NSL slabs respectively yielded valid results for statistical analysis. For the
purpose of Stage 2b, engagement lengths found to be less than 37 mm by
PAUT or 40 mm by direct measurement are treated as not complying with the
manufacturer’s installation requirements and are considered as defective. 25
out of 90 samples at the EWL slab and 23 out of 93 samples at the NSL slab
were defective. Based on the binomial analysis, it is estimated that, with a 95%
confidence level, not more than 36.6% and 33.2% of couplers at the EWL and
NSL slabs respectively are considered defective.
11.
As couplers exposed in Stage 2a are not randomly selected samples,
their PAUT results are not included in the statistical analysis.
12.
The 48 defective samples include eight cases where the main
reinforcement bars were not connected to the couplers, and five cases where
the bars would appear to have been cut. These findings indicate that the cutting
of the threaded ends of rebar is real although not extensive, but other
deficiencies in coupler connections are more widespread.
13.
The EWL slab in Areas A and Hong Kong Coliseum (“HKC”) was mainly
connected to the D-walls via capping beams. The opening-up works revealed
that two out of 11 main rebar from the capping beams at the top of D-walls were
not properly connected with the couplers linking the rebar from the EWL slab
and capping beams in Areas A and HKC. Therefore, the defective rate of the
coupler connection in these locations will need to take into account the condition
on both sides of these couplers.
14.
The likely causes of deficiencies in coupler connections include poor
workmanship in rebar fixing which was not identified during inspection of the
construction works.
15.
The above findings in respect of coupler connections are addressed in
the Stage 3 assessment.
Stage 2c
16.
Stage 2c involves the review of the available construction records to
check whether or not there are irregularities in the D-wall construction. All the
243 D-wall panels within the Holistic Assessment areas were reviewed.
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17.
Request for Inspection/Survey Check Forms (“RISCFs”) and coupler
inspection records were used as the primary evidence. Although the RISCFs
submitted by Leighton were found to be substantially available for cage
installation and pre-pour checking, late submission and endorsement of RISCFs
and unavailability of some coupler inspection records have been identified.
18.
Other relevant information, including in particular, the signed shop
drawings of the fabricated reinforcement cages and relevant photographs were
then reviewed. These indicate that site supervision and inspection had
generally been conducted during D-wall construction, and no obvious
workmanship issues have been identified. Hence, the opening-up of D-walls for
further investigation is considered not necessary and the D-wall structure is
regarded as intact for the purpose of the Stage 3 assessment.
Stage 2d
19.
Stage 2d involves the investigation of honeycombing and gaps between
the wall/column/hanger wall and EWL slab soffit, verification of shear link
workmanship and horizontal construction joints, all at the EWL slab. NDT and
visual inspections have been deployed to investigate the works, thereby
minimising further opening-up of the structure.
Honeycombing at EWL Slab Soffit
20.
Honeycombed concrete at the EWL soffit was observed in July 2018.
Automatic hammer and tapping hammer were used to identify the suspect areas
at the soffit and the suspect areas were then opened up to verify the actual
condition.
21.
The investigation has identified approximately 12% of the inspected area
with shallow honeycombing (i.e. less than 50mm deep) and approximately
another 7% of the inspected area with deeper honeycombing (i.e. 50mm to
350mm deep).
The honeycombing was likely related to unsatisfactory
workmanship of the concreting works.
Gaps Between Wall/Column/Hanger Wall and EWL Slab Soffit
22.
31 gaps between the wall/column/hanger wall and EWL slab soffit were
identified which were either unfilled or filled with improper materials.
Reinforcement and coupler connection issues were identified in some of these
gaps. The likely cause of these gaps is unsatisfactory concreting workmanship,
which was not identified during supervision of construction works.
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Shear Links Investigation
23.
Investigation of the honeycombing also identified irregularities in the
shear links. 18 localised areas at the EWL slab soffit were therefore selected for
further investigation, taking into account site accessibility and shear stress
concentration.
They were opened up in April 2019 to investigate the
workmanship and as-constructed condition of the shear link installation.
24.
The opening-up works revealed shear link irregularities at all 18 locations.
These included missing shear links, smaller bar sizes and insufficient anchorage
lengths. These irregularities did not conform to the design and also reflected
construction and supervision issues. They may exist in other parts of the
platform slabs.
Horizontal Construction Joints in Connections between EWL Slab and D-wall
25.
Video Rigid ("VR") Scope investigation was carried out in Stage 2d to
check the condition of the concrete at the EWL and NSL slabs as part of the
honeycombing investigation. At four VR Scope locations, the condition of the
concrete interface at the construction joint, where the EWL slab is connected to
the D-wall, was examined using the VR Scope.
26.
Irregularities were found at two of the four VR Scope locations. A gap
was observed at the interface area between slab and D-wall at one
location. Remnants of a hessian sheet were found in the concrete sample taken
at another location.
27.
External consultants were engaged to review the core samples and
results from the VR Scope survey. It was concluded that the irregularities were
related to workmanship issues during construction of the joints.
28.
The irregularities identified in the investigation on honeycombing, shear
links and horizontal construction joint will be taken into account in the Stage 3
assessment.
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Other Findings in Stage 2
Corrosion
29.
During the Stage 2 investigation, some of the exposed coupler
connections were cut and unscrewed. Signs of rusting were observed on most
of the unscrewed threaded bars. After detailed investigation by the MTRCL’s
expert, including inspection of additional samples retrieved from the NSL slab, it
was concluded that the rusting was superficial and likely resulted from moisture
trapped in the couplers when the rebar was first installed. The rusting in general
has not caused any dimensional change to the threaded portion of the rebar and
hence there is no significant effect on the overall strength of the coupler
connections. The rusting process is considered to have ceased in most
samples examined. To ensure that no further rusting would take place in the
future, grouting or other water seepage prevention measures will be conducted
to minimise seepage of water into the connection between the platform slabs
and D-walls.
Water Seepage
30.
In the course of the Stage 2 investigation, water seepage/ponding was
observed at some opening-up locations at the platform slabs. It was probably
due to the water seepage through the construction joints between the D-wall
panels and those between the NSL slabs and D-walls. The infiltrated water was
saline, implying sea water. To minimise water seepage into the concrete slabs,
grouting will be conducted to seal possible pathways of water seepage.
Non-conformance Report (“NCR”) 157 Investigation
31.
Due to the allegations of threaded bar cutting issues at D-wall panel
EM100 under NCR 157, seven couplers at locations between the soffit of the
EWL slab and the D-wall were exposed by opening-up works. PAUT was
conducted to investigate the engagement lengths on five of the seven coupler
connections that were connected with rebar at platform slab side.
32.
Of these seven coupler connections, one sample was discarded due to
the limitation of test. Of the remaining six, three were found to be unconnected
and/or cut, while the remaining three met the manufacturer’s installation
requirements.
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33.
NCR 157 was issued on non-conforming coupler connections observed
at the top rebar layers of the bottom mat for the EWL slab. Due to site
constraints, this investigation could not reach the exact layers of the rebar on
which NCR 157 was issued. The likely cause of the identified issues is
unsatisfactory workmanship which was not identified during inspection of the
construction works. As the findings indicate a higher percentage of nonconforming coupler connections at this location, this will be taken into account in
analysing the structural integrity at this location in the Stage 3 assessment.
Stage 3 - Structural Assessment
34.
The Stage 3 Structural Assessment (“the Assessment”) assesses the
HUH Extension box structure taking into account the findings from the Stages 1
and 2 investigations. External consultants have been engaged for the
Assessment.
35.
Before the external consultants commenced the Assessment,
consideration was given to the design requirements to be used for the analysis.
At the early design stage, a number of factors were unknown to the designer, in
particular the final architectural layout and the detailed construction
methodology. The original design was thus built up with extra provisions and
flexibilities in order to cater for the range of uncertainties that might be realised
during the subsequent design and construction stages. However, with the
completion of the detailed design and construction of the station structure, it is
considered that these extra provisions and flexibilities can be reviewed.
Furthermore, it is acceptable to also adopt some other changes to the original
design assumptions for this structure provided that suitable restrictions and
precautionary arrangements are put in place for the future use of the station.
Therefore, two scenarios were considered in the Assessment, namely the
Original Design and the Updated Design.
36.
Under the Original Design scenario, the structural integrity was assessed
based on the original design assumptions and models with consideration of the
findings of as-constructed conditions from Stages 1 and 2 Investigations. It was
based on these original design assumptions and models that the proposed
works were accepted as achieving the safety level required in the Code of
Practice for Structural Use of Concrete (“Code”) for meeting established good
practice of engineering design.
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37.
The Assessment based on the Original Design indicates that, in the event
the structure was required to meet the original design requirements, works
would be required in the EWL and NSL slabs to cater for the irregularities in the
coupler assemblies, including those directly connecting the slabs with the Dwalls and connections via the capping beam. Works would also be generally
required to cater for irregularities in the shear links in the EWL and NSL slabs.
Works would also be required to strengthen the horizontal construction joints in
the connections between the D-walls and EWL slab.
38.
After reviewing the original design assumptions, MTRCL and the external
consultants have recommended a set of revised design assumptions for the
Updated Design to be used in the Assessment. MTRCL and the external
consultants consider that the adoption of these revised criteria together with the
findings of the Stages 1 and 2 investigations into the as-constructed conditions
and the relevant material/strength reductions generally complies with the
MTRCL’s New Works Design Standard Manual (“NWDSM”) and achieves the
safety level required in the then prevailing Code.
39.
MTRCL considers the Updated Design to be an appropriate approach for
assessing the extent to which further works are required to the structures. It
reflects more accurately the actual situation. It also incorporates changes that
have been selected to strike a suitable balance between the extent of further
works proposed to be undertaken and the cost and time effectiveness of these
works, whilst ensuring that the functionality and performance of the structure are
not compromised.
40.
Based on the Updated Design, and after consideration of the asconstructed conditions and the inspections carried out, MTRCL considers that
for the purpose of the ongoing construction activities, the station is structurally
safe.
41.
It is proposed that suitable measures are carried out to cater for the poor
workmanship issues found and to achieve the safety level required in the Code
for meeting the requirements of the Buildings Ordinance (“BO”) and the
established good practice of engineering design. The NWDSM should also be
complied with. Furthermore, in view of the updated design requirements
adopted in the Assessment, some restrictions and precautionary arrangements
will be imposed on the future use of the site but these will neither hamper the
operation of the structure nor usage of the site.
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42.
Where specific actions or repair works have been identified and
submitted to the Government, these are stated in the Report. The phrase
“suitable measures” has been used elsewhere when the precise scope of
measures to be taken is still subject to formal consultation with the Government.
“Suitable measures” means actions which are deemed necessary to address the
issues identified in this Report and achieve the safety level required in the Code
for meeting the requirements of the BO and the established good practice of
engineering design. The NWDSM should also be complied with. The term
covers a wide range of actions and may include structural modifications,
remedial works, long-term monitoring of the structure and the surrounding areas,
and the restrictions/precautionary arrangements on future modifications to the
structure, and future usage of the site and development in its vicinity.
Based on the Updated Design, the suitable measures including drilled-in
43.
bars, local thickening of slabs, reinstating shear links, adding columns, grouting,
etc. are proposed to address the workmanship issues of coupler connections,
shear links, horizontal construction joints, seepage, etc. It is estimated that it will
take 4 to 6 months to design the suitable measures and obtain acceptance from
the Government. The implementation will then take 9 to 12 months to complete.
As part of the suitable measures, a long-term structural monitoring scheme
including instrumentation and inspection will be developed to monitor the
ongoing structural integrity of the structure.
Conclusion
44.
Stage 1 and Stage 2 works were completed in December 2018 and June
2019 respectively.
A number of defects were identified.
Taking into
consideration the as-constructed conditions and findings from Stage 1 and
Stage 2, the assessment of Stage 3 was completed in early July 2019.
45.
The opened up areas will be reinstated. Suitable measures are proposed
to address the deficiencies identified in this Holistic Assessment. It is estimated
that implementation of the suitable measures will take 9 to 12 months to
complete upon acceptance of the design.
46.
It is considered that, given the findings of the Holistic Assessment and
with the implementation of the proposed suitable measures, the concerns about
the structural integrity of the HUH Extension arising from the various reported
issues would be adequately addressed. Based on the Updated Design, and
after consideration of the as-constructed conditions and the inspections carried
out, MTRCL considers that for the purpose of the ongoing construction activities,
the station is structurally safe.
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47. MTRCL will also explore options for providing the Government with
additional quality assurance and/or an undertaking in respect of the structures of
the HUH Extension.
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Section 1 Introduction
1.1

The purpose of this Final Report on Holistic Assessment Strategy for the
HUH Extension (“the Final Report”) is to present the findings and
recommendations of the Holistic Assessment.

1.2

The Final Report makes reference to the Holistic Proposal which forms
the basis and outline of the verification works. In the Holistic Proposal,
a total of 3 stages were proposed and are summarised below, and the
Final Report will follow this structure for reporting:
Stage 1 Desktop Exercise
Desktop exercise consolidating the latest contractor’s amendment
drawings (as-constructed) and checking them with an emphasis on
objective evidence. (Section 2 in this Report);
Stage 2 Physical Investigation
Physical examination by opening up the station structure to inspect
and verify the connection details and its workmanship. (Section 3 in
this Report);
Stage 3 Structural Assessment
Structural assessment based on the findings and results in Stage 1
and Stage 2 (Section 4 in this Report).

1.3

Stage 1 was completed in December 2018. Stage 2 and Stage 3 were
completed in June 2019 and early July 2019 respectively. The detailed
findings are enclosed in the individual Stage Reports.

1.4

PAUT measurements under Stage 2 were carried out by MTRCL and
witnessed by representatives of relevant Government Departments.

1.5

Leighton was partly involved in Stage 1. For Stages 2 and 3, the work
was carried out by other contractors and consultants. Leighton was
notified of the said arrangement.
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Section 2 Stage 1 Desktop Exercise
2.1
2.1.1

Stage 1 of Holistic Proposal
Under the Holistic Proposal, Stage 1 involves the consolidation of
available construction records and verification of the construction
records and as-constructed details at the connections of the platform
slabs with the D-walls at the HUH Extension as follows:
Stage 1a:

Consolidating the latest amendment
constructed) prepared by Leighton;

drawings

(as-

Stage 1b: Consolidating all available objective evidence and checking
the latest contractor’s amendment drawings (as-constructed)
with reference to the objective evidence.
2.1.2

2.2

2.2.1

Stages 1a and 1b were substantially completed in December 2018.

Stage 1a – Consolidating Latest Contractor’s Amendment
Drawings (As-constructed)
Leighton consolidated its own available information and construction
records for the EWL and NSL slab of the HUH Extension, including
issued Working Drawings, Request(s) for Information as well as Method
Statements in preparing the contractor’s amendment drawings (asconstructed) covering the EWL slab and NSL slab from Area A to Area
C. MTRCL submitted this set of contractor’s amendment drawings (asconstructed) to the Government on 30 November 2018 for retention and
advised that Stage 1a had been completed. The drawings, of which the
list is shown in Appendix A2, would be used in Stage 1b for checking of
the as-constructed conditions.
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2.3

Stage 1b – Checking against Contractor’s Amendment
Drawings (As-constructed)

2.3.1

According to the latest contractor’s amendment drawings (asconstructed), MTRCL found that there were changes at the connection
details between the EWL slab and D-walls. During Stage 1b, MTRCL
consolidated the available construction records to check the asconstructed connection details of the EWL slab. The construction
records serve as objective evidence, including photographs taken prior
to concrete pours. The location plan of the D-wall panels under Stage
1b is shown in Appendix A3. From the EWL slab drawings showing the
contractor's latest design and detail changes for the top layer of steel
bar in the slab and the eastern D-walls, there are three generic types of
connection details at the slab and D-wall interface:
 Type 1 – Couplers for all layers at the top mat (Figure A4.1 of
Appendix A4 refers)
 Type 2 – Only the top layer of couplers at the top mat was replaced
with half-through steel bar (Figure A4.2 of Appendix A4 refers)
 Type 3 – All top layers of couplers at the top mat were replaced with
through steel bar (Figure A4.3 of Appendix A4 refers)

2.3.2

The desktop study results identified 24 locations out of 237 D-wall
panels in the HUH Extension without sufficient evidence to demonstrate
that the construction works had followed the latest contractor’s
amendment drawings (as-constructed) at the EWL slab and D-wall
connections.

2.3.3

Further verification by opening-up works (Purpose (i)) would be
conducted for the above 24 locations under Stage 2a to verify the asconstructed details on site. All the findings and results will be
incorporated in the final amendment drawings (as-constructed) for
consultation with the Government. The plan of these 24 locations is
shown in Appendix A5.

2.3.4

For the remaining D-wall panels, there are two locations that the
connection details shown on the latest contractor’s amendment
drawings (as-constructed) would need to be revised based on the latest
findings during the desktop study. The plan of these two locations is
also shown in Appendix A5.
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Section 3 Stage 2 Investigation
3.1

Extent of Stage 2 Investigation

3.1.1

With reference to the Holistic Proposal, the extent of the investigation
works in Stage 2 is as follows,
Stage 2a:

Purpose (i) is to open up the locations at the EWL
slab as identified in Stage 1 as being without
sufficient objective evidence to demonstrate what had
been constructed, and verify the as-constructed
conditions against the contractor’s amendment
drawings (as-constructed)

Stage 2b:

Purpose (ii) is to open up the randomly selected
areas at the connections between the EWL & NSL
platform slabs and D-walls to assess the
workmanship in the coupler connection by physical
inspection and/or PAUT

Stage 2c:

Review of construction records of the D-walls

Stage 2d:

Investigation of honeycombing and gaps at
wall/column/hanger wall, and workmanship in shear
links and horizontal construction joints

Other Findings: Findings identified during the course of Stage 2
investigation
3.1.2

The above investigation works will be reported in the ensuing Sections.

3.2

Stage 2a – Purpose (i)

3.2.1

Stage 1 identified 24 locations without sufficient objective evidence to
verify the as-constructed conditions at the connections between the
EWL slab and D-walls. As such, these 24 locations would be opened
up under Stage 2a. Layout plans for the locations in the EWL slab
identified under Purpose (i) are attached in Appendix A5.
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3.2.2

Prior to opening-up works at the 24 locations, a structural assessment
was carried out by an external consultant to investigate the impact, if
any, of the opening-up works on the load carrying capacity and
structural integrity. The results of structural assessment confirmed that
the opening-up works at the selected locations would not have any
adverse impact on the structural integrity.

3.2.3

During the preparation for Stage 2a, additional construction records,
including site photograph records, have been discovered for six of the
proposed opening-up locations. As these additional records were
sufficient to verify the as-constructed conditions, it was considered that
opening up these six locations for verification purpose would not be
necessary. Hence, the opening-up locations were reduced from 24 to
18.

3.2.4

Among the 24 locations, it was found that there were 16 locations
consistent with the as-constructed drawings and eight locations
inconsistent with the as-constructed drawings. The results of Stage 2a
are shown in Appendix B1.

3.2.5

The results revealed that there were inaccuracies in the drawings which
suggest deficiencies in the drawing amendment process during
construction. Some site changes were not properly recorded and/or
updated in the contractor’s amendment drawings (as-constructed).

3.2.6

During the Stage 2a opening-up works, PAUT had also been conducted
on the exposed coupler connections at platform slab side. As will be
seen below, the methodology adopted for estimating the overall coupler
defective rate in the platform slabs under Stage 2b requires random
sampling. As the selection of the Stage 2a locations was not based on
random sampling, these PAUT results would not be considered
statistically for the estimation of overall coupler defective rate in the
platform slabs under Stage 2b but would be used for the structural
analysis of the local individual D-wall panels under Stage 3. The PAUT
results of Purpose (i) were reported together with the Purpose (ii) PAUT
results in Section 3.3.

3.2.7

The Stage 2a findings of the as-constructed conditions will be taken into
account in Stage 3 assessment and the preparation for the amendment
drawings (as-constructed) for consultation submissions to the
Government.
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3.3

Stage 2b – Purpose (ii)

Background
3.3.1

With reference to Clause 6.4.2 in the Holistic Proposal, the extent of
Purpose (ii) opening-up works was based on a statistical approach with
random sampling to assess the workmanship of the steel bar and
coupler connections between the platform slabs and D-walls. A sample
size of not less than 84 randomly selected couplers each for the EWL
and NSL slabs would give a result with 95% confidence level using
binomial statistics. To this end and with reference to Table 6.2 and
Clause 6.4.24 in the Holistic Proposal, 28 locations each for the EWL
and NSL slabs were randomly selected and a total of 56 selected
locations were therefore to be opened up. It is expected that with at
least three couplers at each selected location, not less than 84 randomly
selected couplers at each slab, totalling at least 168 couplers, are
needed to be inspected to ascertain the workmanship of the steel
bar/coupler connections.

3.3.2

Layout plans showing the 56 selected locations in the EWL and NSL
slabs with reference to the D-wall panels are given in Appendix B2.

3.3.3

Prior to the opening-up works, a method statement was submitted and
accepted by the Government in December 2018. This provided that
only limited areas would be opened up as shown in Figure 1, so as to
minimise the impact on the overall structural integrity.

Figure 1 Typical location of opening-up works at EWL slab
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Testing Location/Coupler Selection
3.3.4

A two-stage cluster sampling scheme was adopted by firstly sampling
the location at random, followed by random sampling the layer of
couplers at the selected location.

3.3.5

Further to Clause 6.4.8 in the Holistic Proposal, the “best-compliant” rule
was applied to the opening-up investigation – every endeavour was
made to obtain the data chosen by the random selection scheme.
Where there were circumstances that the selected samples could not be
reached or PAUT measurement could not be carried out due to site
constraints, PAUT data from the nearest layer was collected.

Phased Array Ultrasonic Test Method
3.3.6

When the couplers were exposed, the PAUT was used for measuring
the engagement length of thread bars of platform slabs into the coupler
as shown in Figure 2. The use of PAUT avoids damaging or removal of
existing rebar/coupler connection and minimises the impact on the
overall integrity of the structure.

Figure 2 PAUT measurements in progress on site
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Enhanced Method for PAUT
3.3.7

121 PAUT results were obtained between 14 December 2018 and
28 January 2019. Deviations were observed on 29 January 2019
between the engagement lengths measured using PAUT and direct
measurement after removing the steel bar with the coupler by cutting.
MTRCL suspended the PAUT immediately. After a series of on-site and
laboratory validation exercise, an enhanced method for PAUT was
developed and the limitations of the enhanced PAUT are listed as
follows:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

Length of thread exceeds 60mm;
Phased Array scanning length exceeds 75mm;
Insufficient scanning area for the probe due to site constraints;
Uneven or slanted end face of the threaded bar; or
Mechanical damage and/or corrosion damage.

3.3.8

If the above limitations were encountered in the testing, the test results
would be recorded as discarded. The tolerance of +/- 3mm would
remain unchanged.

3.3.9

Upon acceptance of the method statement of enhanced PAUT by the
Government on 14 March 2019, PAUT using the enhanced method
statement resumed on 15 March 2019 and was completed on 26 April
2019. A typical display of PAUT results is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 Typical display of PAUT results
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Results and Findings
3.3.10 The 121 test results mentioned in Section 3.3.7 above by the original
PAUT were discarded and the corresponding samples were retested
using the enhanced PAUT method. Under the Stage 2 opening-up
investigation, there were totally 228 coupler samples exposed, including:
-

20 samples at the EWL slab under Purpose (i);
102 samples at the EWL slab and 99 samples at the NSL slab,
both under Purpose (ii); and
Seven samples at the EWL slab in relation to NCR157.

A full list of their results is shown in Appendix B3.
3.3.11 For purpose (ii), a total of 56 locations were randomly selected at the
EWL and NSL slabs.
3.3.12 All the first and second layers of couplers, and some couplers in the
third layer were exposed in accordance with the selected sample layers.
Since the deeper layers of bars were blocked by the outer layers of bars,
space was insufficient for applying the grinding tools for rebar surface
preparation necessary to carry out PAUT (See Figure 4). After trials by
different types of grinding tools (See Figure 5) and methods, only
limited numbers of couplers in deeper layers could be tested. In view of
the actual site constraints, the “best-compliant” rule was applied to allow
for continuation of verification and investigation as practicable as
possible with a view to collecting sufficient data from the nearest layer
for statistical analysis.

Figure 4 Opening-up works at Top of NSL Slab
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Figure 5 Grinding tools, bits and accessories
used for rebar grinding
3.3.13 For the purpose of this study, the proper installation requirement for the
couplers are considered to be (i) there shall be a maximum of two full
threads exposed (which is stated in the manufacturer’s installation
requirements); and (ii) the engagement length of the threaded steel
rebar inside the coupler should be at least 40mm. As the allowable
measurement tolerance of the test equipment is 3mm, equipment
readings below 37mm are regarded as defective.
3.3.14 Among the 228 samples in Section 3.3.10, some of them would not be
considered for binomial analysis for the reasons mentioned in the
ensuing Sections.

Rebar/Coupler with no Valid PAUT Results
3.3.15 For Purpose (ii), 18 exposed couplers, including 12 random samples at
the EWL slab and six random samples at the NSL slab (see Item nos. 112 of Table B3.1 and Item nos. 1-6 of Table B3.2 in Appendix B3
respectively), had no valid PAUT result due to the limitations as
described in Section 3.3.7. These samples were discarded for the
binomial analysis.
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Cut Rebar/Unconnected Couplers
3.3.16 For Purpose (ii), a total of ten cut rebar/unconnected coupler samples
were found during the opening-up investigation. There are eight
unconnected bars and five cut bars. Three of the five cut bars were also
unconnected samples. Among the above ten bars, eight samples are at
the EWL slab and two samples are at the NSL slab (see Tables B3.1
and B3.2 in Appendix B3).
3.3.17 Three cut/unconnected samples were discovered at the opening-up
investigation in relation to NCR 157 (see Table B3.4 in Appendix B3).
Besides, as the selection of samples under NCR157 was not based on
random sampling under Purpose (ii), these PAUT results would not be
considered statistically under Stage 2b but would still be used for the
structural analysis of the individual D-wall panel under the Stage 3
assessment.

Connection with Normal Type B Rebar
3.3.18 With reference to the advice of the coupler manufacturer, the threaded
length of Type A rebar would be typically 44mm and that for Type B
rebar would be typically 88mm. If a normal Type B threaded rebar was
used, it is possible that the engagement length measured by PAUT
could be more than 40mm and the exposed thread number could be
more than two (i.e. 8mm). For example, item 21 of Table B3.1 in
Appendix B3 is considered a “pass” sample of a normal Type B rebar
for binomial analysis since the engagement length by direct
measurement is not less than 40mm with exposed threads of about 9
to10.
D-walls/Platform Slab Connections via Capping Beams
3.3.19 It was noted that part of the EWL slab was connected to the D-walls via
capping beams, mainly located in Areas A and HKC (as shown in
Figure 6 below). The opening-up works revealed that two out of the 11
main rebar from the capping beams at the top of the D-walls were not
properly connected with the couplers linking the rebar from the EWL
slab and capping beams. For the binomial analysis, it is reckoned on the
assumption of improper connections at one side only, i.e. from the
platform slabs. Therefore, the defective rate of the coupler connection
in these locations will need to take into account the condition on both
sides of these couplers.
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Figure 6 Typical connection details of capping beam with
D-wall and EWL slab

Rebar/Coupler with 2 to 3 Exposed Threads
3.3.20 PAUT technicians estimated the number of exposed threads based on
their visual examination. They would report the 2 to 3 exposed threads
when they observed a condition which is more or less similar to the
maximum tolerance specified by the coupler manufacturer i.e. meeting
the installation requirements. Eight random samples at the EWL slab
with 2 to 3 exposed threads and engagement length not less than 37mm
by PAUT or 40mm by direct measurement (see Table B3.1 in Appendix
B3) are not considered as defective for the binomial analysis. However,
Item no. 75 of Table B3.1 in Appendix B3 with 3 to 4 exposed threads
is considered as defective although the engagement length measured
by the enhanced PAUT is not less than 37mm.

PAUT Results under Purpose (i)
3.3.21 As mentioned in Section 3.2.6 above, the selected locations for
Purpose (i) are not random and therefore the PAUT results would not be
used in assessing the defective rate of coupler connections for the
binomial analysis.
3.3.22 Among the 20 tested samples at the EWL slab under Purpose (i) as
stated in Section 3.3.10 above, there were 19 samples with valid results.
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Detailed results, shown in Table B3.3 of Appendix B3, will be used for
the structural analysis of individual panels in the Stage 3 assessment.

Other Findings during Opening-up Works
3.3.23 During the opening up exercise, other miscellaneous and non-structural
related findings such as hydrophilic strips, abandoned couplers and
steel bars were recorded. However, those findings are considered to
have no structural impact on the platform slabs.

Conclusion
3.3.24 For Purpose (ii), the result summaries at the EWL and NSL slabs are
shown in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively.
Table 1 Summary of results at EWL slab for Purpose (ii)
EWL

Reference

(a)

Total no. of samples

102

Section 3.3.10

(b)

No. of samples without valid
PAUT results

12

Section 3.3.15

(c)

No. of samples with valid PAUT
results

90

(a)-(b)

(d)

No. of defective coupler
connections

25

Table B3.1 of
Appendix B3

(e)

No. of proper coupler
connections

65

(c)-(d)

(f)

Defective rate with 95%
confidence level (see Note)

36.6%

Note: The Holistic Proposal proposed using binomial statistics to analyse the
overall impact of the observed coupler connections. Binomial statistics allow
results to be either a “fail” or a “pass” against the agreed criteria. As set out in
Section 6.4 of the Holistic Proposal, samples which do not meet the agreed criteria
are treated as failures and described as defective (see Clause 6.4.21 of the
Holistic Proposal). The question of whether the works should be regarded as
defective under the contract will be determined in accordance with the terms of
such contract.
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Table 2 Summary of results at NSL slab for Purpose (ii)
NSL

Reference

(a)

Total no. of samples

99

Section 3.3.10

(b)

No. of samples without valid
PAUT results

6

Section 3.3.15

(c)

No. of samples with valid PAUT
results

93

(a)-(b)

(d)

No. of defective coupler
connections

23

Table B3.2 of
Appendix B3

(e)

No. of proper coupler
connections

70

(c)-(d)

(f)

Defective rate with 95%
confidence level (see Note of
Table 1)

33.2%

3.3.25 There are a total of 48 defective samples in the EWL and NSL slabs
under the Purpose (ii) opening-up, including eight cases where the main
reinforcement bars were not connected to the couplers, and five cases
where the rebar would appear to have been cut. These findings indicate
that the cutting of the threaded ends of rebar is real although not
extensive but other deficiencies in coupler connections are more
widespread.
3.3.26 The corresponding defective rates for the EWL and NSL slabs shown in
Table 1 and Table 2 and the combined effect of the improper
connections on either side of the couplers at Areas A and HKC will be
considered under the Stage 3 assessment.
3.3.27 The results of improper coupler connections including unconnected
and/or cut rebar in both the EWL and NSL slabs are considered to be
due to workmanship issues during installation, misaligned or damaged
couplers and local areas of rebar congestion.
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3.4

Stage 2c – Review on Construction Records of
Diaphragm Walls

Background
3.4.1

Under Clause 6.4.26 of the Holistic Proposal, Stage 2c is to conduct a
detailed review on the construction records of the D-walls.
If
irregularities were identified, opening up of the D-walls would be
conducted.

3.4.2

The nominal thickness of the reinforced concrete D-wall panels is
generally 1.2m and their width ranges from about 1.9m to 7.2m. They
run from south to north along both sides of the HUH Extension from
Area A, HKC, Area B, Area C1, Area C2, Area C3 and beneath the
existing podium of HUH Station.

3.4.3

The D-walls were constructed in accordance with the Leighton’s
Inspection and Test Plan (“ITP”) approved by MTRCL (Refer to
Appendix B4). The construction works commenced in July 2013 and
were completed in June 2015.

3.4.4

As the D-walls were constructed mainly underneath the existing podium
of HUH Station, there were site constraints in the headroom and
construction space arising from the existing podium and its supporting
columns. As such, the reinforcement cages of the D-wall panels had to
be split into a series of short cages with height of about 2m to 5.5m.
The vertical rebar of consecutive short cages were connected primarily
using mechanical couplers. Each short cage was lowered into the
trench of the D-walls by means of service cranes. The deeper the Dwalls, the greater the number of short cages.
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Results and Findings
3.4.5

In April 2019, a total of 16 D-wall panels were selected for a review on
their construction records to ascertain any irregularities in the asconstructed structure records.
The records included RISCFs,
contractor’s shop drawings, construction photographs and coupler
inspection records. Among others, the following three essential hold
points under ITP in relation to the construction of the D-walls were
selected for review on the associated RISCFs.




3.4.6

ITP item No. 8 – Bottom Rebar Cage(s) Inspection (Prefabricated),
ITP item No. 11 – Rebar Cage(s) Installation (Prefabricated
Cages); and
ITP item No. 13 – Bentonite Properties Check (Pre-pour concrete
check).

The total number of the D-wall panels is 243. Apart from the 16 D-wall
panels selected for review, the construction records of the remaining
227 D-wall panels were also checked in June 2019. The layout plan of
the D-walls reviewed under Stage 2c is shown in Appendix B5.
Availability of RISCFs

3.4.7

The availability of the RISCFs for the three hold points is high, up to
98.4% (i.e. 239/243) for cage installation (ITP item 8 and 11) and up to
99.6% (i.e. 242/243) for pre-pour checking (ITP item 13). In the few
cases where RISCFs were not available, construction photographs and
shop drawings, the latter of which were jointly signed by MTRCL,
Leighton and subcontractor to confirm that supervision had been
conducted during the cage installation, were used to ascertain the
construction supervision.
Timeliness of RISCF Submission

3.4.8

Amongst the available RISCFs on cage installation, it was noted that
69.0% (i.e. 165/239) of the RISCFs were submitted after the inspection
dates. 95.2% (i.e. 157/165) of the late RISCFs were submitted within 7
days of the actual inspection. Similarly, amongst the available RISCFs
on pre-pour checking, 55.4% (i.e. 134/242) of the RISCFs were
submitted after the inspection date but 92.5% (i.e. 124/134) of these late
submissions were submitted within 7 days of the actual inspection.
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Timeliness of RISCF Endorsement by MTRCL
3.4.9

91.2% (i.e. 218/239) of the RISCFs for cage installation were endorsed
by MTRCL after the inspection of the next hold point for pre-pour
checking.
This indicates that Leighton commenced the next
construction activity without written endorsement of the preceding one.

Availability of Coupler Inspection Records
3.4.10 234 D-wall panels adopted couplers for rebar connections. 55.1% (i.e.
129/234) of the ductile coupler inspection records were found available.
Amongst the available records, some were not signed by the Quality
Control Supervisor of MTRCL. MTRCL made reference to the shop
drawings jointly signed by MTRCL, Leighton and subcontractor and
construction photographs to confirm that supervision had been
conducted for the cage installation.

Conclusion
3.4.11 The D-wall construction records in terms of RISCFs are substantially
available in relation to the cage installation and pre-pour checking. The
works without relevant RISCFs and coupler inspection records are
supplemented by signed shop drawings to substantiate site supervision
at these locations.
3.4.12 Based on the above review, no obvious workmanship issues have been
identified. It is considered that site supervision and inspection had
generally been conducted during D-wall construction. Hence, the
opening-up of D-walls for further investigation is considered not
necessary and the D-wall structure is regarded as intact for the purpose
of the Stage 3 assessment.
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3.5

Stage 2d – Non-Destructive Testing of Concrete Quality
and Steel Bar Spacing

Background
3.5.1

Further to the allegations made in the media in May 2018 on cutting of
threaded rebar and on workmanship of the connection of threaded rebar
and couplers between the D-walls and EWL slab, a scheme for load
testing the HUH Extension was developed.
During the on-site
preparation works for the load test in July 2018, honeycombing at the
EWL slab soffit was discovered and MTRCL issued four NCRs to
Leighton in August and September 2018. Following further defects
discovered at the reinforced concrete structure, MTRCL issued three
NCRs to Leighton in September 2018, including one NCR on improper
infill for the gaps between wall/column/hanger wall and EWL slab soffit,
one NCR on anchorage and spacing of shear reinforcement and one
NCR on water dripping at four locations at the EWL slab soffit.

3.5.2

As a result of the discovery of such defects, MTRCL engaged Atkins
China Limited (“Atkins”), the Detailed Design Consultant (“DDC”) of the
structures of the HUH Extension, to inspect and review the extent of the
defects and, where necessary, to conduct a structural assessment
taking into account the identified issues and propose suitable measures
and remedial works that might need to be taken.

3.5.3

To investigate the defects due to honeycombing and reinforcement
placement, MTRCL carried out testing with various NDT techniques as
mentioned in Clause 6.4.29 of the Holistic Proposal.

3.5.4

Table 3 below summarises the various NDT methods used.
Table 3 Non-Destructive Testing methods and applications
Issues

Test Methods

Honeycombing
Reinforcement placement
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Automatic hammer
VR Scope
Ground Penetration Radar
(“GPR”)
Cover Meter
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Honeycombing
3.5.5

Honeycombing in concrete was not visible in the first place but was
discovered during the dismantling of the E&M services at the soffit of the
EWL slab to prepare for the load testing as mentioned in Section 3.5.1
above. MTRCL adopted both tapping hammer and automatic hammer
techniques to help identify the locations with suspected honeycombing
at the EWL slab soffit. Concrete breaking was conducted to trim-off the
suspected area until sound concrete was exposed. From September
2018 to June 2019, Atkins conducted site inspections at the whole area
of the EWL slab soffit where accessible.

3.5.6

In addition to the investigation of honeycombing by trimming off the
suspected area at the EWL slab soffit, VR Scope was applied at five
locations of the EWL slab soffit with one location in each of Areas A, B,
C1, C2 and C3. Due to the blockage of the existing infill of mass
concrete below the EWL slab in Area HKC, VR Scope was applied from
the top surface of the EWL slab at this location. A total of six concrete
cores of 25mm in diameter were extracted from the EWL slab at the
locations of VR Scope. Under the VR Scope, video recording was
conducted inside the holes of these locations.

3.5.7

As the NSL slab was cast against excavated soil surface, the VR Scope
was applied at 12 locations from the top surface of the slab with two
locations in each of Areas A, HKC, B, C1, C2 and C3. Similar to the
EWL slab, video recording was conducted inside the holes of the above
12 locations where concrete cores of 25mm in diameter were extracted.
Results and Findings

3.5.8

Approximately 12% of the inspected area was found to have shallow
honeycombing (i.e. less than 50mm deep) and approximately another
7% of the inspected area found to have deep honeycombing (i.e. 50mm
to 350mm deep). A location plan showing the areas with honeycombing
is in Appendix B6.

3.5.9

In all 18 locations examined by VR Scope, neither major irregularities
nor observable water seepage were discovered. However, small and
medium voids were found in the core samples in the EWL and NSL
slabs. These were likely caused by insufficient compaction during
concreting.
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3.5.10 Apart from concrete quality issues, other defects were discovered at the
honeycombing inspected areas, such as insufficient rebar lap length,
water dripping and irregularities in shear link placement. Atkins
conducted site inspections and structural assessment, and
recommended remedial works be carried out to rectify the identified
defects and reinstate concrete cover to the reinforcement. Irregularities
in shear links placement will be discussed in Section 3.5.24 to Section
3.5.30 below.
Conclusion
3.5.11 Honeycombing was observed at approximately 19% of the inspected
areas at the soffit of the EWL slab, and was likely related to
unsatisfactory workmanship of the concreting works. The extent and
severity of the honeycombing will be taken forward to the Stage 3
assessment.
3.5.12 After reviewing the results of VR Scope and the core samples at the
EWL and NSL slabs, small and medium voids were observed, but those
deficiencies are considered not affecting the overall structural integrity.
3.5.13 The proposed methods and materials for repairing shallow and deep
honeycombing were accepted by the Government in January and May
2019 respectively. The remedial works for shallow and deep
honeycombing commenced in January and June 2019 respectively.

Gaps between Wall/Column/Hanger Wall and EWL Slab Soffit
3.5.14 According to the NCR issued in September 2018, gaps without proper
infill were found at the junction between wall/column/hanger wall and the
EWL slab at Areas B and C.
3.5.15 According to the construction sequence of top-down method at Areas B
and C, the EWL slab was built on top of the underlying soil. After
completion of the EWL slab, the soil below was excavated down to the
NSL level for subsequently building the NSL slab. Construction of the
columns and walls between the completed EWL and NSL slabs followed.
3.5.16 According to the method statement for column construction, concrete
pouring was executed from the bottom to the head of the column. For
wall/hanger wall construction, it was noted that concrete pouring should
be executed in two stages: (i) concrete pouring for the majority of walls;
and (ii) infilling the gap between wall and slab soffit with proper filling
material.
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3.5.17 From September 2018 to May 2019, Atkins conducted site inspections
on the junctions between wall/column/hanger wall and EWL slab, where
accessible.
3.5.18 To facilitate the investigation by Atkins, the E&M services at the soffit of
EWL slab were dismantled and temporary platforms erected.

Results and Findings
3.5.19 Defects were discovered at 31 junctions between wall/column/hanger
wall and the EWL slab. The defects included (i) unfilled gaps between
wall/column/hanger wall and slab; and (ii) gaps filled with improper filling
materials between wall/column/hanger wall and slab.
Besides,
unconnected or defective coupler connections and improper rebar fixing
were identified in some of these gaps. Summary of the above defects is
in Appendix B7.
3.5.20 Atkins conducted a structural assessment and recommended remedial
works be carried out to rectify the identified defects. The defects would
be accounted for in the Stage 3 assessment.

Conclusion
3.5.21 It was concluded that there were no visible signs of structural distress
viz. surface cracking or spalling to the concrete surfaces at the junctions
between the EWL slab soffit and wall/column/hanger wall.
3.5.22 These gaps are likely caused by unsatisfactory workmanship which had
not been identified during supervision of the construction works. The
localised unconnected couplers identified in some of the gaps might be
due to unsatisfactory workmanship of the installation, not identified
during site supervision. The defects would be accounted for in the
Stage 3 assessment.
3.5.23 The proposed methods and materials for repairing wall/column/hanger
wall gaps and unconnected couplers were submitted to the Government
in May 2019 and were accepted on 13 June 2019. The remedial works
are targeted to commence in July 2019.
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Shear Links Investigation
3.5.24 Defects in the shear link placement was first discovered when the shear
links at the EWL slab soffit were exposed during the honeycombing
investigation in August 2018. Atkins conducted inspections between
September 2018 and June 2019 at the EWL slab soffit and identified 22
locations, in the areas inspected for honeycombing, with defects in
shear link placement.
3.5.25 With reference to Clause 6.4.27 of the Holistic Proposal, the severity
and structural implications of the improper placement of shear links at
platform slabs would be investigated, especially at critical areas with
shear stress concentrations. Taking into account site accessibility and
shear stress concentration at EWL slab, MTRCL proposed 18 additional
locations at the EWL slab soffit to be opened up for further investigation
of the as-constructed condition of shear link placement.
3.5.26 The method statement for opening-up investigation for shear links
placement on the above 18 locations each with 1m by 1m patch size
was accepted by the Government in April 2019. The opening-up works
were completed in April 2019.

Results and Findings
EWL Slab
3.5.27 The findings of shear link defects discovered during the investigation on
honeycombing at EWL slab soffit and the opening-up of 18 additional
locations are shown in Appendix B8. The opening-up works revealed
shear link irregularities at all 18 locations. These included missing
shear links, smaller bar sizes and insufficient anchorage lengths. These
irregularities did not conform to the design and also reflected
construction and supervision issues.
NSL Slab
3.5.28 Since the NSL slab had been cast against underlying soil, access to the
NSL slab soffit was not feasible and the as-constructed conditions of
shear link placement could only be examined through a desktop review.
Objective evidence, such as site photographs and construction drawings,
was studied for the investigation of shear links in the NSL slab.
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3.5.29 In general, whilst there is evidence showing the presence of certain
shear links at the top of both EWL and NSL slabs, there were
insufficient photographs showing the condition of shear links installation
at the bottom of the slab.
Conclusion
3.5.30 Shear links placement clearly did not conform to the design. The extent
of defects raises questions as to the construction workmanship and the
quality of supervision. Similar defects may exist in other parts of the
platform slabs. They will be taken into account in the Stage 3
assessment.

Horizontal Construction Joint
3.5.31 With reference to the contractor’s amendment drawings (asconstructed), 56 D-wall panels in Areas B and C were trimmed down by
Leighton in order to replace the cast-in coupler connections with through
bars and/or semi-through bar details during the construction of the EWL
slab. The concrete pouring of the EWL slab in Areas B and C involved
20 bays and formed a horizontal construction joint at each pour as a
result of trimming works.
3.5.32 Under Clause 6.4.17 of the Holistic Proposal, concrete core samples
would, where possible, be taken at the opening-up locations to
determine the horizontal construction joint in the connections between
EWL Slab and D-wall. To capitalise on the holes created by concrete
core, VR Scope was conducted to inspect the horizontal construction
joint.
3.5.33 Among the 22 opening-up locations at top of EWL slab under Stages 2a
and 2b, D-wall panels EH69 and EM94 in Areas C1 and C2 respectively
were selected. In May 2019, four concrete core samples of 45mm in
diameter were retrieved at the two selected locations. There was one
core hole at D-wall panel EH69 and three at D-wall EM94. VR Scope
was also conducted at the four holes created by concrete coring.
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Results and Findings
3.5.34 No irregularities were identified at one core hole each at D-wall EH69
and EM94. However, a gap was observed at the concrete interface
between the slab and D-wall at one of the core holes at D-wall EM94
and remnants of a hessian sheet were observed at another core hole of
D-wall EM94.

Conclusion
3.5.35 External consultants were engaged to review the core samples and
results from the VR Scope. It was concluded that there were no signs of
movement, slippage or distress of the horizontal joints at the two D-wall
panels. The presence of hessian material in D-wall panel EM94 is
clearly a workmanship issue. The gap at one of the core holes at D-wall
panel EM94 is also considered a workmanship issue, likely due to some
areas of contamination possibly due to concrete residue or small pieces
of loose aggregate not properly removed from the construction joint
surface prior to concreting.
3.5.36 It was concluded that the irregularities were related to workmanship
issues in construction of the joints. The possible implications of the
workmanship issues for the structural integrity of the construction joints
will be addressed in the Stage 3 assessment.
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3.6
3.6.1

Other Findings in Stage 2
During the opening-up works of Stage 2 Investigation, there were
findings in relation to corrosion at rebar/coupler connection, water
seepage at some opening-up locations and the NCR 157 investigation.
The background, findings and conclusion for the above are elaborated
below.

Corrosion
Background
3.6.2

In the course of the opening-up works, a limited number of existing
rebar/coupler connections at the EWL slab were unscrewed and
different degrees of corrosion were observed on the threads of rebar.

3.6.3

MTRCL engaged an independent specialist consultant to undertake a
thorough investigation on the reported corrosion condition of the rebar
and couplers. The purpose of this investigation was to assess the
causes of corrosion and its extent as observed. The results and
recommendations from the specialist would be taken into account in the
Stage 3 assessment.

3.6.4

The specialist carried out detailed examination on 13 coupler connection
samples from the EWL slab and four samples from the NSL slab on 15
April and 23 May 2019 respectively.

Results and Findings
3.6.5

Among the 13 samples at EWL slab, there are the following
observations:i)

10 samples with minor and stabilised rust in the rebar threads;

ii)

One sample with end face of rebar showing signs of rusting and
part of rebar threads damaged together with some fresh rust stain;

iii)

One sample with part of the end face of rebar showing signs of
rusting and part of rebar threads damaged together with some
fresh rust; and

iv)

One sample with part of rebar threads damaged with signs of
rusting.
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3.6.6

Part of rebar threads of four samples at the NSL slab showed fresh
superficial rust.
Conclusion

3.6.7

There were signs of superficial rusting in most samples examined. Most
of the rust was stable and the rusting process had ceased. In any event,
the superficial rust in all samples had not resulted in any dimensional
damage to the rebar threads and thus had no significant effect on the
overall strength of the rebar coupler connections.

3.6.8

There was some mechanical damage on the threaded portions in some
samples, mainly along the longitudinal ribs, and the damage had likely
been introduced during the fabrication. The damage may also have
been caused during the subsequent handling of the threaded bars.

3.6.9

It is considered that the fresh rust at the rebar/coupler connections was
localised and could be adequately controlled by prevention and remedial
works.

Proposed Prevention and Remedial Works
3.6.10 To ensure that no further rusting would take place in the future, the
couplers should not be left immersed in a wet and moist environment.
Grouting or other water seepage prevention measures should be
implemented. The proposed prevention and remedial works to minimise
water seepage are set out in Section 3.6.18.

Water Seepage
Background
3.6.11 For an underground structure as massive, deep and extensive as the
HUH Extension works, it is not uncommon that a certain degree of water
seepage may occur at the D-wall joints. Leighton had previously carried
out remedial grouting works at the locations with water seepage. Prior
to the commencement of the opening-up works under Stages 2a and 2b
in December 2018, Leighton commenced weekly inspections in October
2018 on the EWL and NSL slabs and D-walls. The inspections
identified cracks, damp patches and minor seepage at the D-walls,
particular at the joints between D-walls.
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3.6.12 In the course of Stage 2 Investigation, some irregularities were
observed, including (i) water seepage/ponding at some opening-up
locations at the NSL slab; (ii) water dripping and damp patches at some
locations at the EWL slab soffit; and (iii) water seepage and damp
patches mainly at some joints between D-walls.
Results and Findings
3.6.13 There were signs of water seepage in five opening-up locations at the
EWL slab soffit. At the top surface of the NSL slab, there were signs of
water seepage in 20 opening-up locations.
3.6.14 It was observed that the seepage rate at a few locations at the NSL slab
has exceeded the allowable design limit. Water seepage was also
observed at some cross-track ducts inside mass concrete walkway and
the NSL slab. Remedial works are required to be carried out.
3.6.15 As mentioned above, VR Scope was conducted at 18 locations in the
EWL and NSL slabs away from the D-walls. No significant water
seepage issues within the platform slabs away from the D-walls were
found from the VR Scope.
3.6.16 Most of the exposed rebar and couplers in the opening-up locations
during Stage 2 Investigation have shown some degree of rusting albeit
superficial.
3.6.17 Water seepage/ponding was observed at some opening-up locations at
the platform slabs. This was possibly due to the water seepage through
the construction joints between the D-wall panels and those between
the platform slabs and D-walls. The infiltrated water was saline,
implying sea water.

Proposed Prevention/Remedial Works
3.6.18 At locations where water infiltration and water seepage are of concern, it
is recommended to carry out grouting or other water seepage
prevention measures with continuously monitoring for the water
seepage condition.
Detailed proposals will be submitted to the
Government.
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NCR 157 Investigation
3.6.19 NCR 157 regarding the cutting of threaded rebar (Figure 7 refers) was
issued by Leighton to its subcontractor during the construction
stage. Based on the information and photographs in NCR 157, five
threaded rebar at the bottom mat of reinforcement of panel EM100 were
cut. The defective works were reported to have been rectified on 15
December 2015.

Figure 7 Site photograph at Panel EM100 in NCR 157 before
rectification works
3.6.20 As per Clause 6.4.23 of the Holistic Proposal, locations with allegations
regarding the cutting of threaded rebar during the rebar fixing works and
with reports about the engagement length deficiency between the
threaded rebar and couplers will be investigated. As a result, panel
EM100 in NCR 157 was selected for opening-up investigation.
3.6.21 A pilot strip (P1) at interface between the D-wall (Panel EM100) and
slab, and another pilot strip (P2) at the adjoining slab-to-slab connection
were opened up. The location of the two strips is shown in Figure 8
below.
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Results and Findings
Pilot Strip P1
3.6.22 Among the seven couplers at B1 layer (i.e. the outermost rebar layer)
exposed at pilot strip P1, two couplers were found with unconnected cut
rebar at platform slab side and one coupler was found with unconnected
rebar at D-wall side. Enhanced PAUT was conducted on five couplers
with connected rebar at platform slab side. One sample could not
obtain a valid PAUT result. The details of the exposed couplers under
NCR 157 are shown in Table B3.4 of Appendix B3. Summary of
findings is shown in Table 4 below:
Table 4 Investigation summary for Panel EM100 (NCR 157)
Sample Status

No. of Couplers

Samples without valid results

1

Samples meeting
manufacturer’s installation
requirements

3

Samples not meeting
manufacturer’s installation
requirements

(unconnected rebar on either side)

Total

7

3

3.6.23 Apart from the seven couplers above, an abandoned coupler (i.e. no
rebar connected at both sides) was found during the concrete breaking
of pilot strip P1.
Pilot Strip P2
3.6.24 At pilot strip P2, nine couplers at B2 layer (i.e. the second rebar layer
from the slab soffit) were exposed and no abnormities were found by
visual inspection. PAUT could not be carried out on these nine couplers
at B2 layer due to the obstruction of B1 layer rebar.
Remaining Layers of Rebar
3.6.25 The opening-up works undertaken were at the EWL slab soffit of the
same location of NCR 157. Due to the site constraints and in order to
minimise the impact to the structure, only the two bottom layers of rebar
and couplers were exposed (i.e. B1 & B2 layers) and are shown in
Figure 8 below.
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Figure 8 Site photograph for pilot strips at Panel EM100

Conclusion
3.6.26 The opening-up results revealed that there were irregularities in
rebar/coupler connections at the B1 layer between the EWL slab and Dwall connection. This was likely caused by unsatisfactory workmanship
which, particularly for the bottom reinforcement layers, would have been
difficult to identify during inspection of construction works. The high
percentage of improper coupler connections discovered at the same
location has cast doubt in the quality control system that was in place in
dealing with these works.
3.6.27 NCR 157 indicated that five rebar were cut and these were reported to
have been rectified and inspected by the MTRCL/Leighton afterwards.
Due to the site constraints and to minimise the impact to the structure,
only the two outermost layers (i.e. B1 & B2 layers), were exposed for
inspection. Based on the current observation, the rectification works on
panel EM100 might not have been properly carried out.
3.6.28 Since the opening-up works for panel EM100 were not randomly
selected, its PAUT results would not be counted for Purpose (ii)
sampling but would be used for the structural analysis of the local
individual D-wall panels under the Stage 3 assessment. It is also
considered that these irregularities are localised.
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Section 4 Stage 3 Structural Assessment
4.1

Background

4.1.1

The Assessment assesses the HUH Extension box structure taking into
account the findings from the Stages 1 and 2 investigations and
identifies the suitable measures required achieve the safety level
required in the Code for meeting established good practice of
engineering design. External consultants (viz. Atkins, Ove Arup &
Partners Hong Kong Limited and AECOM Asia Company Limited) have
been engaged for the Assessment.

4.1.2

The conditions of the as-constructed works, such as changes in the
reinforcement layout and defective rate of the coupler connections etc.,
were investigated in Stages 1 and 2. These provide an objective basis
for establishing the assessed conditions of the as-constructed works,
including allowance for the extent and degree of irregularities found in
the works, for the Assessment.

4.1.3

Before the external consultants commenced the Assessment,
consideration was given to the design requirements to be used for the
analysis. At the early design stage, a number of factors were unknown
to the designer, in particular the final architectural layout and the
detailed construction methodology. The original design was thus built
up with extra provisions and flexibilities in order to cater for a wide range
of uncertainties that might be realised during the subsequent design and
construction stages. However, with the completion of the detailed
design and construction of the station structure, it is considered these
extra provisions/flexibilities can be reviewed. Therefore, two scenarios
were considered in the Assessment, namely the Original Design and the
Updated Design.

4.1.4

For the Original Design, Atkins assessed the safety and integrity of the
structure based on the original design assumptions and models with
consideration of the findings of as-constructed conditions from Stages 1
and 2 Investigations.
It was based on these original design
assumptions and models that the proposed works were accepted as
achieving the safety level required in the Code for meeting established
good practice of engineering design. Although it is considered that the
original design assumptions have extra provisions and flexibilities to
cater for a practical design and the uncertainties during the construction
stages, the Assessment based on the original design assumptions will
still give an idea of the theoretical extent of the suitable measures
required to meet the requirements of the Original Design.
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4.1.5

For the Updated Design, MTRCL, together with the external consultants,
have reviewed the original design assumptions. It is considered that a
number of the design assumptions and extra flexibilities/provisions can
be rationalised as some of the uncertainties at the early design stage
are either more certain or no longer need to be accommodated.
Furthermore, it is acceptable to also adopt some other changes to the
original design assumptions for this structure provided that suitable
restrictions and precautionary arrangements are put in place. After
review, MTRCL and the external consultants recommended a set of
updated design criteria for the Updated Design to be used in the
Assessment. MTRCL and the external consultants consider that the
adoption of these updated criteria together with the findings of the
Stages 1 and 2 investigations on the as-constructed conditions and the
relevant material/strength reductions generally complies with the
NWDSM and achieves the safety level required in the Code.

4.1.6

MTRCL considers the Update Design to be an appropriate approach for
assessing the extent to which further works are required to the structure.
It reflects more accurately the actual situation. It also incorporates
changes that have been selected to strike a suitable balance between
the extent of further works to be carried out and the cost and time
effectiveness of the works required, whilst ensuring that the functionality
and performance of the structure are not compromised.

4.1.7

Based on the Updated Design, and after consideration of the asconstructed conditions and the inspections carried out, MTRCL
considers that for the purpose of the ongoing construction activities, the
station is structurally safe.

4.1.8

It is proposed that suitable measures are carried out to cater for the
poor workmanship issues found and to achieve the safety level required
in the Code for meeting the requirements of the BO and the established
good practice of engineering design. The NWDSM should also be
complied with. “Suitable measures” means actions which are deemed
necessary to address the issues identified in this Report and achieve
the safety level required in the Code for meeting established good
practice of engineering design. The term covers a wide range of actions
and may include structural modifications, remedial works, long term
monitoring of the structure and the surrounding areas, and the
restrictions/precautionary arrangements on future modifications to the
structure, and future usage of the site and development in its vicinity.
Furthermore, in view of the updated design requirements adopted in the
Assessment, some restrictions and precautionary arrangements in
Table 5 will be imposed on the future use of the site but these will
neither hamper the operation of the structure nor usage of the site.
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4.1.9

As part of the suitable measures, a long-term structural monitoring
scheme including instrumentation and inspection will be developed to
monitor the ongoing structural integrity of the structure.
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4.2

As-constructed Conditions identified in Stage 1 and
Stage 2 Investigations

4.2.1

The following as-constructed conditions identified in Stage 1 and Stage
2 Investigations have been considered in the Assessment.

Coupler Connection Workmanship (Stages 2a and 2b
Investigation)
4.2.2

Purpose (i) investigation has identified certain locations whose asconstructed details were different to the information shown on
contractor’s amendment drawing (as-constructed) submitted by
Leighton. In the Stage 2 investigation, they are classified as local
inconsistencies. The structural capacity of each respective member has
been reviewed in the Assessment.

4.2.3

For Purpose (ii) Coupler Engagement Investigation, based on the
findings of Stage 2 investigation, strength reduction factors for the
connections between the D-walls and slabs have been derived for the
Assessment. The reduction factor is derived using a binomial statistical
approach using the Purpose (ii) findings, including PAUT and physical
measurements. The Purpose (ii) findings for the EWL slab and NSL
slab are considered to be independent and the respective reduction
factor is applied to each slab independently. For Area A and HKC of the
EWL slab, a higher reduction factor was adopted in considering the
observations in Stage 2 investigation (see Section 3.3.19 above).

4.2.4

The strength of those coupler assemblies with engagement less than
37mm by PAUT has not been included in the Assessment. This is
considered as a safety margin for the connection between the D-walls
and slabs, which provides an additional capacity to cater for
uncertainties.

4.2.5

For the selected rebar cut for investigation which would have been
difficult to reinstate, as these are in localised areas, the effect on the
global moment capacity is considered insignificant. Local checking has
been conducted to ensure the structural integrity.

4.2.6

It is recognised that the opening-up to layers deeper than the concrete
cover will inevitably de-bond the outer layer of reinforcement from the
concrete. The loss in the load carrying capacity due to this localised debonding has also been taken into account in the Assessment.
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Other Defects (Stage 2d Investigation)
NCR 157 Investigation
4.2.7

The opening up of the connection between D-wall panel EM100 and the
EWL slab was carried out during the Stage 2 investigation for
verification of workmanship. Though irregularities were found, they
were considered as localised and structural capacity adjustments to
these localised areas have been considered in this Assessment.

Honeycombing
4.2.8

Concrete defects, i.e. honeycombing, on the soffit of the EWL slab were
identified in late 2018. Remedial works are being carried out.

4.2.9

The extent and the severity of the honeycombing have been reviewed in
the Assessment.
Where honeycombing was observed, the slab
capacity has been locally checked, using a combination of the reduced
effective section depth and the reduced steel reinforcement area.
Where honeycombing was observed, any exposed lapped
reinforcement has been neglected, and it has been assumed these bars
do not contribute to the structural capacity of the slab because the load
in the bars cannot be transferred properly from one bar into the concrete
and then into the lapping bar. Reinforcement located within sound
concrete above the honeycombed area is still considered as contributing
to the structural capacity of the slab. Reports have been submitted to
the Government.

4.2.10 Concrete repairs have been proposed to rectify the honeycombing and
restore the function of the concerned concrete sections. Therefore, it is
not necessary to incorporate these irregularities in the Assessment.

Gaps Between Wall/Column/Hanger Wall and EWL Slab Soffit
4.2.11 In late 2018, gaps were identified between the soffit of the EWL slab
and parts of some columns, walls and hanger walls.
4.2.12 Inspection and structural assessment reports had concluded that, whilst
the gaps do not cause a problem for ongoing construction activities,
repair works will need to be carried out.
4.2.13 Repair works will be carried to bring the concerned columns, walls and
hanger walls to restore their function required.
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Shear Links Investigation
4.2.14 Further to the investigation of the honeycombing, which also identified
irregularities in the shear links at the EWL slab, 18 localised areas were
further opened up in April 2019 to investigate the workmanship of the
shear link installation, specifically in areas with higher shear stress ,
determined by reference to either the original design analysis or the
updated design analysis.
4.2.15 Defects in shear link have been identified in Stage 2. These include
missing shear links, smaller bar sizes and insufficient anchorage lengths.
4.2.16 A structural analysis has been conducted with the Updated Design
considerations. It has been concluded that for the purpose of the
ongoing construction activities, the station is structurally safe.
4.2.17 For the permanent case, in order to avoid damaging the structure by
extensive opening up, a conservative approach has been adopted to
ignore any shear links at platforms slabs that may have been installed in
the Assessment. The Assessment shows that suitable measures will
need to be taken to restore the shear capacity of the slabs.
4.2.18 Although the installed shear links have not been included in the
Assessment, it is considered that the installed shear links will provide
some strength and hence an additional safety margin to the slabs.

Water Seepage and Corrosion
4.2.19 It is concluded in the Stage 2 report that water seepage and corrosion
will be adequately controlled by appropriate grouting and other water
seepage prevention measures.

Construction Joint at Eastern D-wall and EWL Slab Connection
4.2.20 VR Scope was conducted on the connection between the EWL slab and
D-wall panels EH69 and EM94 for the investigation of horizontal
construction joints. Good condition for EH69 was found. A gap was
identified at the construction joint above D-wall panel EM94, which
reflects workmanship issues.
The workmanship issues of the
construction joint were considered in the Assessment and suitable
measures will be carried out.
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4.3

The Stage 3 Structural Assessment

4.3.1

Two scenarios were considered in the Assessment, namely the Original
Design and the Updated Design.

4.3.2

For the Original Design, the DDC assessed the safety and integrity of
the structure based on the original design assumptions and models with
consideration of the findings of as-constructed conditions from Stages 1
and 2 Investigations. Analysis of the structure using the original design
criteria shows areas where suitable measures would in theory need to
be carried out for the structure to meet the original design requirements
accepted by the Government. This is however a theoretical position to
take, given it has been agreed the design criteria can be updated.
Analysis Assessment of the structure using the updated design criteria
still shows areas where suitable measures need to be taken, but these
are less than those identified using the original design.

4.3.3

For the Updated Design, MTRCL, together with the external consultants,
have reviewed the original design assumptions. It is considered that a
number of the design assumptions and extra flexibilities/provisions can
be rationalised as some of the uncertainties at the early design stage
are either more certain or no longer need to be accommodated.
Furthermore, it is acceptable to also adopt some other changes to the
original design assumptions for this structure provided that suitable
restrictions and precautionary arrangements are put in place for the
future use of the station. After review, MTRCL and the external
consultants recommended a set of updated design criteria (Table 5) for
the Updated Design to be used in the Assessment. MTRCL and the
external consultants consider that the adoption of these updated criteria
generally complies with the NWDSM and achieves the safety level
required in the Code.
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Table 5 Updated Design used in the Assessment

1

Original Design

Updated Design

Restrictions/Precautionary
Arrangements

Partition Load

The layout was finalised
during detailed design. The
partition load is now applied
according to the asconstructed layout with
reference to the Architectural
Plan.

Flexibility for future
alteration works may be
affected, in view of the
revised loading provisions
adopted in the Updated
Design.

The trackform design has
been finalised and the
trackform has been installed.
The trackform loading can
therefore be updated
according to the as-built
drawing from trackwork
contract.

Flexibility for future
alteration works may be
affected, in view of the
revised loading provisions
adopted in the Updated
Design.

Train load can be applied as
per NWDSM Figure 4.4.6 F1
Rev D.

May affect the alteration
of train type not already
covered by current
NWDSM, in view of the
revised loading provisions
adopted in the Updated
Design.

The additional 1.1 Load
Factor was removed as it is
not a statutory or Code
requirements to provide
redundancy in the existing
Column Loads.

NIL

Following the requirements
stipulated in NWDSM.

NIL

Platforms were designed with
a partition loading of 5kPa, in
addition to the passenger live
load of 6 kPa throughout the
entire platform.
2

Trackform Load
A superimposed Dead Load
of 14.5kPa for EWL and
20kPa for NSL was allowed
in the Station design at the
time when the trackform
design was uncertain on
account of it not having
commenced at that time.

3

Train Load
A uniform live load of 50 kPa
was allowed at all locations of
the track area to envelope
the moving loading from
trains.

4

Column Load
An additional built-in Load
Factor of 1.1 for column load
from existing columns.

5

Seismic Load
Pseudo-static acceleration of
0.07g together with a Load
Factor 1.4 was applied in the
Original Design.

A dynamic analysis is carried
out to verify the seismic
loading.

This approach is also
adopted in the design of
other SCL stations.
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6

Original Design

Updated Design

Restrictions/Precautionary
Arrangements

Self-weight lock-in effect
due to top down
construction

Taking into account the
partial Load Factor
requirements in the Code, a
Load Factor of 1.26 is
sufficient for the self-weight
during construction while a
Load Factor of 1.4 should be
applied for the permanent
situation, when the EWL slab
is supported by internal
columns and walls.

NIL

The assessment of the
stiffness can follow the
Geotechnical Engineering
Report (“GER”) which has
been accepted by relevant
Government departments
during the early design stage.

NIL

A 5m differential water
pressure was applied and a
load factor of 1.4
subsequently applied. This
approach is also adopted in
the design of other SCL
stations.

A 5m differential water
pressure is considered to be
an exceptional load case in
Clause 4.4.8.4 of the
NWDSM. A load factor of
1.05 can be applied
according to Clause 2.3.2.2
of the Code.

Groundwater and loading
conditions, say arising
from future construction
works in the vicinity of the
site, will be controlled
accordingly. Long term
monitoring scheme to be
further developed.

Future Property Loading

After reviewing the site
conditions around the station,
the potential for future
property development in the
vicinity is under control of
MTRCL. The application of
20kPa acted on both sides
can therefore be excluded.

This poses a potential
restriction on the future
usage and development
in the vicinity of the site.

The original design adopted a
1.4 Load Factor for lock-in
force for the EWL slab selfweight during the
construction stage.

7

Soil Stiffness Correlation
Factor
An E value of 1.0 x Design
SPT-N was adopted in the
model.

8

A positive 20kPa lateral
pressure acting on one side
of the structure, and a
negative 20kPa lateral
pressure acting on another
side was allowed for.
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9

Original Design

Updated Design

Restrictions/Precautionary
Arrangements

Modelling approach

The as-constructed barrettes
and some structural walls are
now included in the PLAXIS
model.

Flexibility of future
alteration works may be
affected, in view of the
revised modelling
conditions adopted in the
Updated Design.

PLAXIS was modelled
without considering all
internal walls and barrettes.
The NSL slab was assumed
to be suspended during
construction.

10. No redistribution of
moment, which is the
approach commonly adopted
in designing railway
structures in Hong Kong

The NSL slab was actually
supported on soil during the
top down construction of the
station. Thus there was no
locked-in stress on the Dwalls during construction.
A maximum of 30% moment
redistribution is adopted, i.e.
for reinforcement concrete
joint exceeding the structural
capacity, the excess moment
at the support between Dwalls and platform slabs
would be redistributed to the
mid-span of platform slabs.

This affects the reserve
capacity of the structure.

4.3.4

The changes described above have been selected to strike a suitable
balance between the extent of further works proposed to be undertaken
and the cost and time effectiveness of these works, whilst ensuring that
the functionality and performance of the structure are not compromised.

4.3.5

With consideration of moment redistribution, areas of high stress are
reduced. With the use of a maximum of 30% moment redistribution, Dwall and slab mid span reinforcement have been checked and found
adequate. While this is the maximum value of moment redistribution
allowed to be used in compliance with the Code, it would utilise the
reserve capacity of the structure. This would in turn reduce the reserve
capacity of the structure.

4.3.6

Based on the Original Design and adopting the as-constructed
conditions, in the event the structure will require to meet the original
design requirements, works would be required to cater for the asconstructed coupler assemblies, shear links and construction joints.
Suitable measures to cater for the as-constructed coupler assemblies
would be required in Area A and HKC, where the strength reduction
factor would be higher. Suitable measures to cater for the quality of the
installed shear links in Areas A, B & C as well as in HKC, are also
required.
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4.3.7

The Updated Design, using the as-constructed conditions, forms the
agreed basis for determining the extent and nature of remedial works
required. It is found that suitable measures are required for the
defective workmanship of coupler assemblies and shear link installation.
According to the Assessment these works would be confined to Area A.
The extent of works required to cater for the actual shear link installation
would also be confined to localised areas in Areas A, B, C and HKC.

4.3.8

The areas which require shear links have been identified.
By
considering the Stage 2 investigation results, remedial works such as
reinstating the shear links, localised thickening of the slabs, and/or
adding load bearing walls and columns are required. The exact
arrangement of these works needs to be further designed in detail,
recognising the specific site conditions.

4.3.9

For the construction joints between the D-walls and EWL slabs, external
consultants conducted structural checks on the vertical planes and also
the additional horizontal construction joints within the slab and D-wall
joints at the ultimate limit state, all based on the as-constructed
information.
A finite element analysis was used to assess the
performance of the construction joints at the EWL slab with the D-walls.
To cope with the workmanship issues at the construction joint, additional
dowel bars are proposed to be installed in the areas of high utilisation
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4.4

Proposed Suitable Measures

4.4.1

Based on the Updated Design, and after consideration of the asconstructed conditions and irregularities discovered in Stage 2, and
taking account of the on-site inspections, MTRCL considers that for the
purpose of the ongoing construction activities, the station is structurally
safe. MTRCL further proposes that suitable measures should be taken
to achieve the safety level required in the Code. The NWDSM should
also be complied with. Certain precautionary arrangements will also be
implemented at the site but these will neither hamper the operation of
the structure nor usage of the site.

4.4.2

After reviewing the results of Stages 1 and 2 investigation and Stage 3
assessment, some works are proposed to be carried out to the structure.
These are based on the Assessment, which adopts the Updated Design.
The proposed works are discussed as follows and the arrangements in
Area A, HKC, Area B and Area C are indicated in the Appendices C1 to
C4 respectively.

4.4.3

For coupler assemblies, based on the above Sections, works (by drilledin bars and local thickening of the slab) are proposed to some
connections between the capping beam and the EWL Slab at Area A, as
shown in Appendix C5, involving a length of approximate 65m long.

4.4.4

To cater for the poor shear link workmanship, works such as reinstating
the shear links, localised thickening of the slabs/walls, and/or adding
load bearing walls and columns are proposed, as shown in Appendix
C6. The exact arrangements of these works need to be further detailed
recognising the specific site conditions. The potential extent is not more
than 2.5% of the total floor area in Areas A, B and C and HKC.

4.4.5

For construction joints between the EWL slab and D-walls, suitable
measures to the eastern D-wall in Areas B & C by drilled-in bars are
proposed, as shown in Appendix C7. It involves sections of the D-wall
with a length of approximate 60m.

4.4.6

At locations where water seepage are of concern, it is recommended to
carry out grouting or other water seepage prevention measures.
Detailed proposals will be submitted to the Government.

4.4.7

The opened up areas will be reinstated to provide a sufficient concrete
cover for the couplers to prevent future rusting.
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4.4.8

As part of the suitable measures, a long-term structural monitoring
scheme including instrumentation and inspection will be developed to
monitor the ongoing structural integrity of the structure.

4.4.9

Monitoring of movement of the EWL slab has been implemented since
October 2018. No undue movement has been observed. The long term
monitoring scheme mentioned in Section 4.4.8 above will replace the
existing monitoring scheme (Automatic Deformation Monitoring System
(“ADMS”)). The timing of termination of ADMS will be agreed with the
Government.

4.4.10 Formal amendment submissions will be made to the Government,
setting out the details of the proposed works. It is estimated that it will
take 4 to 6 months to design the suitable measures and obtain
acceptance from the Government. The implementation will then take 9
to 12 months to complete.
4.4.11 Based on the findings of this Holistic Assessment, it is considered that
the safety load test mentioned under the Holistic Proposal is not
required.
4.4.12 Other remedial works to address the deficiencies identified in Stage 2,
including the honeycombing, gaps between wall/column/hanger wall and
slab, etc. shall refer to Stage 2 in Section 3.

Additional Quality Assurance
4.4.13 MTRCL will also explore options for providing the Government with
additional quality assurance and/or an undertaking in respect of the
structures of the HUH Extension.
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Section 5 Conclusion and Recommendations
5.1

Stage 1 Desktop Exercise and Stage 2 Physical Investigation were
completed in December 2018 and June 2019 respectively. These
identified a number of defects, such as insufficient engagement length
for a number of reinforcement couplers, deficiencies in the concrete
quality and shear link placement. An assessment of the results would
suggest these issues were due to unsatisfactory workmanship which
was not identified during supervision and inspection of the construction
works.

5.2

After taking into account of the as-constructed conditions and findings
from Stages 1 and 2, the Stage 3 assessment based on updated design
considerations, was completed in early July 2019. Based on the
Updated Design, and after taking account of the site inspections,
MTRCL considers that for the purpose of the ongoing construction
activities, the station is structurally safe.

5.3

Suitable measures including structural modifications and remedial works
are proposed to address the deficiencies identified in Stage 2, including
defective coupler connections, honeycombing, gaps between
wall/column/hanger wall and slab, localised unconnected couplers
identified in some of the gaps, shear link defects, rusting of coupler
connections, water seepage and workmanship issues in horizontal
construction joints between the EWL slab and D-wall area. Upon
satisfactory completion of the structural modifications and remedial
works, the HUH Extension will achieve the safety level required in the
Code for meeting the established good practice of engineering design.
The NWDSM should also be complied with. The opened up areas will
also be reinstated.

5.4

As part of the suitable measures, a long-term structural monitoring
scheme including instrumentation and inspection will be developed to
monitor the ongoing structural integrity of the structure.

5.5

It is estimated that it will take 4 to 6 months to design the suitable
measures and obtain acceptance from the Government. The
implementation will then take 9 to 12 months to complete.

5.6

It is considered that, given the findings of the Holistic Assessment and
with the implementation of the proposed suitable measures, the
concerns about the structural integrity of the HUH Extension arising from
the various reported issues would be adequately addressed.
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5.7

MTRCL will also explore options for providing the Government with
additional quality assurance and/or an undertaking in respect of the
structures of the HUH Extension.
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Results of Stage 2a Purpose (i) for EWL Slab Verification
Item

Location
Number

Generic Type(1)
of As-built
Drawings

Generic Type(1) of
As-constructed
Details on Site

Consistent / Inconsistent with
Contractor’s Amendment Drawings
(As-constructed)

1

EH32

Type 1

Type 1

Consistent

2

EH33

Type 1

Type 1

Consistent

3

EH35

Type 1

Type 1

Consistent

4

EH36

Type 1

Type 1

Consistent

5

EH37

Type 1

Type 1

Consistent

6

EH44

Type 1

Type 1

Consistent

7

EH46

Type 1

Type 1

Consistent

8

EM60

Type 3

Type 3

Consistent

9

EH69

Type 2

Type 2

Consistent

10

EH86

Type 3

Type 3

Consistent

11

EM92

Type 3

Type 3

Consistent

12

EM94

Type 3

Type 3

Consistent

13

EH75L

Type 3

Type 3

Consistent

14

EM76

Type 3

Type 3

Consistent

15

WH19

Type 1

Type 1

Consistent

16

WH20

Type 1

Type 1

17

EH75R

Type 1

Type 1

18

WH5

Type 1

Type 1

19

WM116

Type 3

Type 3

20

WM117

Type 3

Type 3

Consistent
Inconsistent – Same Generic Type but
different rebar arrangement
Inconsistent – Same Generic Type but
different rebar diameter and coupler
location (2)
Inconsistent – Same Generic Type but
different anchorage details
Inconsistent – Same Generic Type but
different anchorage details

21

EM72

Type 3

Type 2

Inconsistent – As-constructed details
similar to Generic Type 2

22

WH121+
WH122

Type 3

Type 1

Inconsistent

23

WH82

Type 3

Type 2

24

WM83

Type 3

Type 2

Inconsistent – As-constructed details
similar to Generic Type 2
Inconsistent - As-constructed details
similar to Generic Type 2

Notes:
(1) Generic Types of EWL slab and D-wall connection is shown in Appendix A4
(2) Rebar with 25mm diameter was found on site as compared with 32mm diameter as indicated in the
contractor’s amendment drawing (as-constructed)

1
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Enhanced PAUT Results
Table B3.1 Coupler Engagement Length Result for Purpose (ii) at EWL

Item
No.

1

Test Item Identity Mark

Panel
No.

Enhanced
PAUT
Engagement
Length (mm)

No. of
Exposed
Threads

Remarks

No valid PAUT result
obtained, direct
measurement cannot be
obtained as the coupler
cannot be unscrewed &
sample / result discarded
No valid PAUT result
obtained, direct
measurement cannot be
obtained as the coupler
cannot be unscrewed &
sample / result discarded

Result

Discarded

EWL-E107-BB-B1-02-C1

EH107

NA

6-7

EWL-W58-BB-B1-03-C1

WM58

NA

0-1

EWL-E70-BB-B1-03-C1

EM70

NA

0

No valid PAUT result
obtained & sample / result
discarded

Discarded

EWL-E112-BB-B1-03-C1

EH112

NA

0

No valid PAUT result
obtained & sample / result
discarded

Discarded

EWL-W129-BB-B1-02-C1

WH129

NA

0-1

No valid PAUT result
obtained & sample / result
discarded

Discarded

EWL-E40-TT-T1-02-C1

EH40

NA

10-11

No valid PAUT result
obtained & sample / result
discarded

Discarded

EWL-E40-TT-T1-03-C1

EH40

NA

11-12

No valid PAUT result
obtained & sample / result
discarded

Discarded

EWL-W68-BB-B1-03-C1

WH68

NA

1-2

No valid PAUT result
obtained & sample / result
discarded

Discarded

EWL-E107-BB-B3-03-C2

EH107

NA

3-4

No valid PAUT result
obtained & sample / result
discarded

Discarded

EWL-W91-BB-B3-02-C2

WH91

NA

2-3

No valid PAUT result
obtained & sample / result
discarded

Discarded

EWL-W113-BB-B3-01-C2

WH113

NA

0

No valid PAUT result
obtained & sample / result
discarded

Discarded

EWL-W35-TT-T1-01-C1

WH35

NA

0

No valid PAUT result
obtained & sample / result
discarded

Discarded

13

EWL-E32a(p2)-TT-T1-01C1

EH32

NA

NA

Exposed rebar is
unconnected to the coupler

Defective

14

EWL-E32a(p2)-TT-T1-02C1

EH32

NA

NA

Exposed rebar is
unconnected to the coupler

Defective

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Discarded
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Table B3.1 Coupler Engagement Length Result for Purpose (ii) at EWL

Item
No.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

Test Item Identity Mark

Panel
No.

Enhanced
PAUT
Engagement
Length (mm)

No. of
Exposed
Threads

Remarks

EWL-E48-TT-T1-02-C1

EH48

NA

NA

Exposed rebar is
unconnected to the coupler

Defective

EWL-W115-BB-B1-02-C1

WH115

NA

11-12

Exposed rebar is
unconnected to the coupler

Defective

EWL-W133-BB-B1-01-C1

WM133

NA

1-2

Exposed rebar is
unconnected to the coupler
and thread cut

Defective

EWL-E107-BB-B1-04-C1

EH107

NA

9-10

Exposed rebar is
unconnected to the coupler

Defective

EWL-W58-BB-B3-04-C2

WM58

NA

3-4

Exposed rebar is
unconnected to the coupler
and thread cut

Defective

EWL-W112-BB-B1-04-C1

WH112

NA

3-4

Exposed rebar is
unconnected to the coupler
and thread cut

Defective

EWL-E40-TT-T1-01-C1

EH40

NA

9-10

Retrieved sample with direct
measurement not less than
40mm

Not Defective

EWL-E46-BB-B1-01-C1

EH46

NA

2-3

Retrieved sample with direct
measurement not less than
40mm

Not Defective

EWL-E46-BB-B1-02-C1

EH46

NA

3-4

Retrieved sample with direct
measurement less than
40mm

Defective

EWL-W84-BB-B1-01-C1

WH84

NA

0

Retrieved sample with direct
measurement less than
40mm

Defective

EWL-W133-BB-B1-02-C1

WM133

NA

1-2

Retrieved sample with direct
measurement not less than
40mm

Not Defective

EWL-E50-BB-B1-01-C1

EH50

42.3

0

Retrieved sample with direct
measurement not less than
40mm

Not Defective

EWL-E70-BB-B1-02-C1

EM70

41.3

1-2

Retrieved sample with direct
measurement not less than
40mm

Not Defective

EWL-E107-BB-B1-01-C1

EH107

38.3#

0

Retrieved sample with direct
measurement less than
40mm

Defective

EWL-E107-BB-B1-03-C1

EH107

39.9

0

Retrieved sample with direct
measurement not less than
40mm

Not Defective

EWL-W58-BB-B1-02-C1

WM58

45.5

0

Retrieved sample with direct
measurement not less than
40mm

Not Defective

Result
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Table B3.1 Coupler Engagement Length Result for Purpose (ii) at EWL

Test Item Identity Mark

Panel
No.

Enhanced
PAUT
Engagement
Length (mm)

No. of
Exposed
Threads

Remarks

EWL-W58-BB-B3-01-C2

WM58

39.9

0

Retrieved sample with direct
measurement not less than
40mm

Not Defective

EWL-W68-BB-B1-02-C1

WH68

37.8

1-2

Retrieved sample with direct
measurement not less than
40mm

Not Defective

EWL-W113-BB-B1-02-C1

WH113

16.4

7-8

Retrieved sample with direct
measurement less than
40mm

Defective

EWL-W115-BB-B1-03-C1

WH115

35.5

2-3

Retrieved sample with direct
measurement less than
40mm

Defective

35

EWL-W58-BB-B1-01-C1

WM58

39.2

0-1

Direct measurement cannot
be obtained as the coupler
cannot be unscrewed

Not Defective

36

EWL-E32a(p2)-TT-T1-03C1
EWL-E32a(p2)-TT-T1-04C1

EH32

44.4

0

-

EH32

45.6

0

-

EWL-E46-BB-B1-03-C1

EH46

37.1

2-3

-

EWL-E46-BB-B3-01-C2

EH46

35.9

1-2

-

EWL-E46-BB-B3-02-C2

EH46

32.8

2-3

-

EWL-E46-BB-B3-03-C2

EH46

36.1

1-2

-

EWL-E48-TT-T1-01-C1

EH48

40.5

2-3

-

EWL-E48-TT-T1-03-C1

EH48

41.9

0

-

EWL-E50-BB-B1-02-C1

EH50

42.1

0-1

-

EWL-E50-BB-B1-03-C1

EH50

43.9

0-1

-

EWL-E65-BB-B1-01-C1

EH65

43.8

0

-

EWL-E65-BB-B1-02-C1

EH65

43.5

0-1

-

EWL-E65-BB-B1-03-C1

EH65

44.4

0-1

-

EWL-E70-BB-B1-01-C1

EM70

40.7

2-3

-

EWL-E77-BB-B1-01-C1

EH77

42.8

0

-

EWL-E77-BB-B1-02-C1

EH77

45.4

0

-

EWL-E77-BB-B1-03-C1

EH77

37.0

1-2

-

EWL-E90-BB-B1-01-C1

EM90

41.1

0

-

EWL-E90-BB-B1-02-C1

EM90

42.4

0

-

Item
No.

31

32

33

34

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

Result

Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Defective
Defective
Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
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Table B3.1 Coupler Engagement Length Result for Purpose (ii) at EWL

Item
No.
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

Test Item Identity Mark

Panel
No.

Enhanced
PAUT
Engagement
Length (mm)

No. of
Exposed
Threads

Remarks

EWL-E90-BB-B1-03-C1

EM90

40.7

0

-

EWL-E96-BB-B1-01-C1

EM96

41.4

0

-

EWL-E96-BB-B1-02-C1

EM96

43.4

0

-

EWL-E96-BB-B1-03-C1

EM96

40.7

0

-

EWL-E97-BB-B1-01-C1

EH97

43.2

0

-

EWL-E97-BB-B1-02-C1

EH97

37.3

0-1

-

EWL-E97-BB-B1-03-C1

EH97

42.0

0

-

EWL-E97-BB-B3-01-C2

EH97

40.0

0

-

EWL-E107-BB-B3-01-C2

EH107

40.6

2-3

-

EWL-E107-BB-B3-02-C2

EH107

39.9

2-3

-

EWL-E112-BB-B1-02-C1

EH112

42.7

0

-

EWL-E112-BB-B1-04-C1

EH112

43.0

0

-

EWL-E115-BB-B1-01-C1

EH115

41.1

0

-

EWL-E115-BB-B1-02-C1

EH115

42.8

0

-

EWL-E115-BB-B1-03-C1

EH115

41.7

0-1

-

EWL-W35-TT-T1-02-C1

WH35

44.4

0

-

EWL-W35-TT-T1-03-C1

WH35

40.5

0

-

EWL-W48-BB-B1-01-C1

WH48

37.5

0

-

EWL-W48-BB-B1-02-C1

WH48

35.0

1-2

-

EWL-W58-BB-B3-02-C2

WM58

41.3

1-2

-

EWL-W58-BB-B3-03-C2

WM58

40.5

3-4

-

EWL-W58-BB-B5-02-C3

WM58

44.7

0

-

EWL-W68-BB-B1-01-C1

WH68

38.9

1-2

-

EWL-W78-BB-B1-01-C1

WM78

39.2

1-2

-

EWL-W78-BB-B1-02-C1

WM78

36.5

1-2

-

EWL-W78-BB-B1-03-C1

WM78

39.6

1-2

-

EWL-W78-BB-B1-04-C1

WM78

36.8

2-3

-

Result

Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Defective
Not Defective
Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Defective
Not Defective
Defective
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Table B3.1 Coupler Engagement Length Result for Purpose (ii) at EWL

Item
No.
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102

Test Item Identity Mark

Panel
No.

Enhanced
PAUT
Engagement
Length (mm)

No. of
Exposed
Threads

Remarks

EWL-W84-BB-B1-02-C1

WH84

38.0

1-2

-

EWL-W84-BB-B1-03-C1

WH84

34.9

1-2

-

EWL-W91-BB-B1-01-C1

WH91

39.3

2-3

-

EWL-W91-BB-B1-02-C1

WH91

37.7

2-3

-

EWL-W91-BB-B1-03-C1

WH91

34.8

2-3

-

EWL-W112-BB-B1-01-C1

WH112

29.0

3-4

-

EWL-W112-BB-B1-02-C1

WH112

35.1

2-3

-

EWL-W112-BB-B1-03-C1

WH112

35.4

1-2

-

EWL-W113-BB-B1-01-C1

WH113

40.2

1-2

-

EWL-W113-BB-B1-03-C1

WH113

37.9

1-2

-

EWL-W113-BB-B3-02-C2

WH113

38.1

0

-

EWL-W115-BB-B1-01-C1

WH115

42.0

1-2

-

EWL-W127-BB-B1-01-C1

WH127

39.9

0-1

-

EWL-W127-BB-B1-02-C1

WH127

41.5

0

-

EWL-W127-BB-B1-03-C1

WH127

37.5

0-1

-

EWL-W129-BB-B1-01-C1

WH129

38.3

1-2

-

EWL-W129-BB-B1-03-C1

WH129

40.4

1-2

-

EWL-W133-BB-B1-03-C1

WM133

39.5

1-2

-

EWL-W136-BB-B1-01-C1

WM136

37.5

1-2

-

EWL-W136-BB-B1-02-C1

WM136

42.5

1-2

-

EWL-W136-BB-B1-03-C1

WM136

38.3

1-2

-

Result

Not Defective
Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Defective
Defective
Defective
Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective

Note
# The direct measurement result will take precedence over the PAUT result and as such it is considered as “defective” if the engagement
length by direct measurement is less than 40mm.
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Table B3.2 Coupler Engagement Length Result for Purpose (ii) at NSL

Test Item Identity Mark

Panel
No.

Enhanced
PAUT
Engagement
Length (mm)

No. of
Exposed
Threads

1

NSL-W33-TT-T1-01-C1

WH33

NA

0-1

2

NSL-W33-TT-T1-03-C1

WH33

NA

1-2

3

NSL-E29-TT-T1-03-C1

EH29

NA

0-1

4

NSL-W25-TT-T1-02-C1

WH25

NA

0

5

NSL-E113-TT-T1-02-C1

EH113

NA

0

6

NSL-E47-TT-T3-03-C2

EH47

NA

0

7

NSL-W127-TT-T1-03-C1

WH127

NA

1-2

8

NSL-W69-TT-T1-02-C1

WM69

5.3

0

9

NSL-W52-TT-T1-02-C1

WM52

33.7

1-2

10

NSL-E29-TT-T1-01-C1

EH29

39.6

0-1

-

11

NSL-E29-TT-T1-02-C1

EH29

47.7

0

-

12

NSL-E31-TT-T1-01-C1

EH31

41.6

0

-

13

NSL-E31-TT-T1-02-C1

EH31

38.9

0-1

-

14

NSL-E31-TT-T1-03-C1

EH31

42.3

0

-

15

NSL-E38-TT-T1-01-C1

EH38

43.6

0-1

-

16

NSL-E38-TT-T1-02-C1

EH38

41.1

0

-

17

NSL-E38-TT-T1-03-C1

EH38

42.4

0

-

18

NSL-E46-TT-T1-01-C1

EH46

41.6

0

-

19

NSL-E46-TT-T1-02-C1

EH46

39.9

0

-

20

NSL-E46-TT-T1-03-C1

EH46

37.9

0

-

21

NSL-E47-TT-T1-01-C1

EH47

41.2

0

-

22

NSL-E47-TT-T1-02-C1

EH47

42.3

0

-

23

NSL-E47-TT-T1-03-C1

EH47

43.4

0

-

24

NSL-E47-TT-T3-01-C2

EH47

41.9

0

-

Item
No.

Remarks

No valid PAUT result
obtained & sample / result
discarded
No valid PAUT result
obtained & sample / result
discarded
No valid PAUT result
obtained & sample / result
discarded
No valid PAUT result
obtained & sample / result
discarded
No valid PAUT result
obtained & sample / result
discarded
No valid PAUT result
obtained & sample / result
discarded
Retrieved sample with
direct measurement less
than 40mm and thread cut
Retrieved sample with
direct measurement less
than 40mm and thread cut
Direct measurement
cannot be obtained as the
coupler cannot be
unscrewed

Result

Discarded

Discarded

Discarded

Discarded

Discarded

Discarded

Defective

Defective

Defective

Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
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Table B3.2 Coupler Engagement Length Result for Purpose (ii) at NSL

Test Item Identity Mark

Panel
No.

Enhanced
PAUT
Engagement
Length (mm)

No. of
Exposed
Threads

Remarks

25

NSL-E47-TT-T3-02-C2

EH47

41.2

0

-

26

NSL-E52-TT-T1-01-C1

EM52

38.1

0

-

27

NSL-E52-TT-T1-02-C1

EM52

40.4

0

-

28

NSL-E52-TT-T1-03-C1

EM52

38.9

0

-

29

NSL-E68-TT-T1-01-C1

EM68

42.6

0

-

30

NSL-E68-TT-T1-02-C1

EM68

40.1

1-2

-

31

NSL-E68-TT-T1-03-C1

EM68

42.7

0

-

32

NSL-E80-TT-T1-01-C1

EM80

35.5

0

-

33

NSL-E80-TT-T1-02-C1

EM80

37.4

0-1

-

34

NSL-E80-TT-T1-03-C1

EM80

36.2

0

-

35

NSL-E91-TT-T1-01-C1

EH91

40.4

0

-

36

NSL-E91-TT-T1-02-C1

EH91

37.5

0

-

37

NSL-E91-TT-T1-03-C1

EH91

39.6

0

-

38

NSL-E91-TT-T3-01-C2

EH91

38.8

0-1

-

39

NSL-E91-TT-T3-02-C2

EH91

39.8

0

-

40

NSL-E91-TT-T3-03-C2

EH91

39.4

0

-

41

NSL-E110-TT-T1-01-C1

EH110

38.8

0-1

-

42

NSL-E110-TT-T1-02-C1

EH110

35.7

0-1

-

43

NSL-E110-TT-T1-03-C1

EH110

39.7

0-1

-

44

NSL-E113-TT-T1-01-C1

EH113

43.4

0

-

45

NSL-E113-TT-T1-03-C1

EH113

41.2

0

-

46

NSL-W25-TT-T1-01-C1

WH25

38.3

0

-

47

NSL-W25-TT-T1-03-C1

WH25

39.0

0

-

48

NSL-W30-TT-T1-01-C1

WH30

35.2

1-2

-

49

NSL-W30-TT-T1-02-C1

WH30

39.6

1-2

-

50

NSL-W30-TT-T1-03-C1

WH30

37.6

1-2

-

51

NSL-W33-TT-T1-02-C1

WH33

37.5

0-1

-

Item
No.

Result

Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Defective
Not Defective
Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
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Table B3.2 Coupler Engagement Length Result for Purpose (ii) at NSL

Test Item Identity Mark

Panel
No.

Enhanced
PAUT
Engagement
Length (mm)

No. of
Exposed
Threads

Remarks

52

NSL-W34-TT-T1-01-C1

WH34

33.4

2-3

-

53

NSL-W34-TT-T1-02-C1

WH34

39.6

0-1

-

54

NSL-W34-TT-T1-03-C1

WH34

42.0

0

-

55

NSL-W36-TT-T1-01-C1

WH36

34.1

1-2

-

56

NSL-W36-TT-T1-02-C1

WH36

33.1

1-2

-

57

NSL-W36-TT-T1-03-C1

WH36

14.1

6-7

-

58

NSL-W52-TT-T1-01-C1

WM52

38.4

0-1

-

59

NSL-W52-TT-T1-03-C1

WM52

36.4

0-1

-

60

NSL-W69-TT-T1-01-C1

WM69

28.1

2-3

-

61

NSL-W69-TT-T1-03-C1

WM69

33.2

1-2

-

62

NSL-W69-TT-T3-01-C2

WM69

39.4

0

-

63

NSL-W69-TT-T3-02-C2

WM69

36.2

0-1

-

64

NSL-W69-TT-T3-03-C2

WM69

37.9

0-1

-

65

NSL-W73-TT-T1-01-C1

WM73

33.9

1-2

-

66

NSL-W73-TT-T1-02-C1

WM73

36.1

2-3

-

67

NSL-W73-TT-T1-03-C1

WM73

34.4

1-2

-

68

NSL-W77-TT-T1-01-C1

WH77

37.3

0

-

69

NSL-W77-TT-T1-02-C1

WH77

40.2

0-1

-

70

NSL-W77-TT-T1-03-C1

WH77

40.9

0

-

71

NSL-W85+87-TT-T1-01-C1

36.4

1-2

-

72

NSL-W85+87-TT-T1-02-C1

35.5

1-2

-

73

NSL-W85+87-TT-T1-03-C1

34.6

1-2

-

74

NSL-W100-TT-T1-01-C1

WH100

38.0

0-1

-

75

NSL-W100-TT-T1-02-C1

WH100

34.5

1-2

-

76

NSL-W100-TT-T1-03-C1

WH100

39.3

0-1

-

77

NSL-W112-TT-T1-01-C1

WH112

38.0

0

-

78

NSL-W112-TT-T1-02-C1

WH112

37.7

0

-

Item
No.

WH85+
WH87
WH85+
WH87
WH85+
WH87

Result

Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Defective
Defective
Defective
Not Defective
Defective
Defective
Defective
Not Defective
Defective
Not Defective
Defective
Defective
Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Defective
Defective
Defective
Not Defective
Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
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Table B3.2 Coupler Engagement Length Result for Purpose (ii) at NSL

Test Item Identity Mark

Panel
No.

Enhanced
PAUT
Engagement
Length (mm)

No. of
Exposed
Threads

Remarks

79

NSL-W112-TT-T1-03-C1

WH112

38.6

0

-

80

NSL-W112-TT-T3-01-C2

WH112

37.1

0-1

-

81

NSL-W112-TT-T3-02-C2

WH112

38.5

0-1

-

82

NSL-W114-TT-T1-01-C1

WH114

39.3

0

-

83

NSL-W114-TT-T1-02-C1

WH114

39.7

0

-

84

NSL-W114-TT-T1-03-C1

WH114

40.2

0-1

-

85

NSL-W114-TT-T3-03-C2

WH114

39.3

0

-

86

NSL-W117-TT-T1-01-C1

WM117

40.0

0-1

-

87

NSL-W117-TT-T1-02-C1

WM117

39.6

0-1

-

88

NSL-W117-TT-T1-03-C1

WM117

36.3

0-1

-

89

NSL-W127-TT-T1-01-C1

WH127

37.4

1-2

-

90

NSL-W127-TT-T1-02-C1

WH127

37.5

0-1

-

91

NSL-W128-TT-T1-01-C1

WH128

39.4

0

-

92

NSL-W128-TT-T1-02-C1

WH128

40.3

1-2

-

93

NSL-W128-TT-T1-03-C1

WH128

37.2

0-1

-

94

NSL-W129-TT-T1-01-C1

WH129

39.4

0

-

95

NSL-W129-TT-T1-02-C1

WH129

40.5

0-1

-

96

NSL-W129-TT-T1-03-C1

WH129

41.6

0

-

97

NSL-W129-TT-T3-01-C2

WH129

42.0

0

-

98

NSL-W129-TT-T3-02-C2

WH129

37.8

0-1

-

99

NSL-W129-TT-T3-03-C2

WH129

40.3

0

-

Item
No.

Result

Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
Not Defective
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Table B3.3 Coupler Engagement Length Result for Purpose (i) at EWL

Item
No.

Test Item Identity Mark

Panel
No.

Enhanced PAUT
Engagement Length
(mm)

No. of
Exposed
Threads

Remarks

1

EWL-E33-TT-T1-02-C1

EH33

NA

0

No valid PAUT result obtained &
sample / result discarded

2

EWL-E44-TT-T1-01-C1

EH44

NA

1-2

Retrieved sample with direct
measurement not less than 40mm

3

EWL-E32-TT-T1-01-C1

EH32

44.5

0-1

Retrieved sample with direct
measurement not less than 40mm

4

EWL-E44-TT-T1-02-C1

EH44

9.5

9-10

Retrieved sample with direct
measurement less than 40mm

5

EWL-E32-TT-T1-02-C1

EH32

41.0

0-1

-

6

EWL-E32-TT-T1-03-C1

EH32

43.4

0-1

-

7

EWL-E33-TT-T1-01-C1

EH33

43.3

0-1

-

8

EWL-E35-TT-T1-01-C1

EH35

47.2

0

-

9

EWL-E35-TT-T1-02-C1

EH35

42.0

0-1

-

10

EWL-E35-TT-T1-03-C1

EH35

43.4

0-1

-

11

EWL-E36-TT-T1-01-C1

EH36

43.4

0-1

-

12

EWL-E36-TT-T1-02-C1

EH36

41.9

0-1

-

13

EWL-E37-TT-T1-01-C1

EH37

42.1

1-2

-

14

EWL-E37-TT-T1-02-C1

EH37

42.9

1-2

-

15

EWL-E46-TT-T1-01-C1

EH46

45.7

0-1

-

16

EWL-E46-TT-T1-02-C1

EH46

34.0

2-3

-

17

EWL-E69-TT-T1-01-C1

EH69

36.7

0-1

-

18

EWL-E69-TT-T1-02-C1

EH69

38.2

0

-

19

EWL-E72-BT-T1-01-C1

EM72

37.0

0-1

-

20

EWL-E72-BT-T1-02-C1

EM72

37.4

0-1

-
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Table B3.4 Coupler Engagement Length Result for Panel EM100 (NCR157)

Item
No.

Test Item Identity Mark

Panel
No.

Enhanced PAUT
Engagement Length
(mm)

No. of
Exposed
Threads

Remarks

1

EWL-E100-BB-B1-06-C1

EM100

NA

0

No valid PAUT result obtained &
sample / result discarded

2

EWL-E100-BB-B1-01-C1

EM100

NA

0-1

3

EWL-E100-BB-B1-02-C1

EM100

NA

0

4

EWL-E100-BB-B1-04-C1

EM100

16.9

0

5

EWL-E100-BB-B1-03-C1

EM100

42.7

0-1

-

6

EWL-E100-BB-B1-05-C1

EM100

43.7

0

-

7

EWL-E100-BB-B1-07-C1

EM100

42.2

0

-

Exposed rebar is unconnected to the
coupler; Thread cut and not
connected with coupler
Exposed rebar is unconnected to the
coupler; Thread cut and not
connected with coupler
Not connected with coupler on D-wall
side and thread cut on platform slab
side
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Appendix B7
Summary of Gaps between Wall/Column/Hanger Wall
and EWL Slab Soffit Defects

Type of Defects
(i)

No. of Junction

Unfilled gaps between
wall/column/hanger wall and slab
a) Without observation on
unconnected/defective coupler

17

connections and/or improper rebar
fixing;
b) With observation on
unconnected/defective coupler

5

connections and/or improper rebar
fixing
(ii)

Gaps filled with improper filling
materials between
wall/column/hanger wall and slab
a) Without observation on
unconnected/defective coupler

6

connections and/or improper rebar
fixing;
b) With observation on
unconnected/defective coupler

3

connections and/or improper rebar
fixing
Total:

31
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Appendix B8
Findings of Shear Links Defects
EWL Slab
Number of
Type of Defects

Locations in
Honeycombing
Inspected Areas

Number of
Locations in
Additional
Opening-up
Areas

No shear link

10

6

Inadequate anchorage length

2

5

1

1

6

3

3

3

22

18

Undersized link diameter and
Inadequate anchorage length
Over-spacing of links and
inadequate anchorage length
Undersized link diameter,
over-spacing of links and
inadequate anchorage length
Total
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